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Abstract

Anomaly detection is the task of identifying data instances that deviate from

regular observations, commonly referred to as anomalies or outliers. Software

systems in the wild encounter anomalies ceaselessly, which may lead to catas-

trophic failure in safety-critical applications, such as medical diagnosis or self-

driving cars. Thus, the ability to discriminate anomalies is a cornerstone for

securing the reliability of the software and maintaining a high user experience.

In this dissertation, we present a comprehensive analysis and novel methods

for deep learning-based anomaly detection in an unsupervised manner, primar-

ily concentrating on extracting a more distinctive representation from deep

neural models. The first part of this thesis proposes self-supervised learning

frameworks for two most common input types (i.e., images and sentences):

Masked Contrastive Learning (MCL) and Layer-agnostic Contrastive Learning

(LaCL). MCL (Chapter 3) generates a mask that adjusts the repelling ratio

in contrastive loss to form label-wisely dense representations and boosts the

overall performance via image rotation inference. The latter, LaCL (Chapter

4), encourages intermediate features to learn layer-specialized representations

and assembles them into a single representation to absorb rich information in

the pre-trained language model.

The remaining half of this dissertation delves into investigating the methods

of utilizing large-scale pre-trained models for anomaly detection, reflecting the

current surging interest in large models due to their versatility. In Chapter 5,

we first analyze the capability of large pre-trained language models (PLMs) as

outlier detectors in various perspectives, including their behavior in conjunction
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with recent parameter-efficient transfer learning methods, and share several

intriguing findings and limitations. On the basis of previous findings, Chapter 6

introduces a novel transfer learning method for large pre-trained models dubbed

prompt augmented linear probing (PALP), where its underlying mechanism is

inspired by the recent prompting methods, which manipulate large PLMs by

prepending extra prefixes. PALP exhibits robustness to anomalies and high

generalizability in both data scarcity and data-abundant scenarios without any

access or adaptation of the model parameters.

The improvements proposed in this dissertation would advance the robust-

ness of various real-world applications.

Keywords: machine learning, deep learning, anomaly detection, out-of-distribution

detection, distributional shift, representation learning, natural language under-

standing, classification, large-scale pre-trained language models.

Student Number: 2019-37513
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Anomaly Detection

The reliability of the software system depends heavily on the test phase. While

most errors in the system are tractable before deployment through internal

tests (e.g., debugging, alpha or beta test), some are not. The vast portion of

real-world applications is deployed with these potential issues in hand and en-

counter ceaseless inputs, which often incorporate myriad abnormal instances

that deviate from the initial scope or objective of the system. Such instances

are commonly and interchangeably referred to as anomalies or outliers in the

contemporary machine learning context, and they arise from many different

reasons. While most anomalies occur by chance or mistakes, some outliers are

maliciously designed to penetrate the vulnerability of the system to trigger

system malfunction. Anomaly detection aims to discriminate outliers based on

previous standard observations, enabling models to circumvent latent threats

or catastrophic failures. As such, it is a vital research area for securing the high

1



reliability of the software and maintaining a pleasant user experience.

As these abilities are some of the paramount aspects of well-designed soft-

ware systems, anomaly detection has been explored in a plethora of applications

for decades. Since the seminal works (Hawkins, 1980; Knox and Ng, 1998), com-

prehensive surveys on general anomaly detection (Aggarwal, 2017; Boukerche

et al., 2020; Chalapathy and Chawla, 2019; Chandola et al., 2009) and also

within specific target domains have been presented, including but not limited

to fraud detection (Adewumi and Akinyelu, 2017), medical diagnosis (Litjens

et al., 2017), military surveillance (Mohammadi et al., 2018), autonomous driv-

ing (Kiran et al., 2018), cyber-intrusions (Kwon et al., 2019), or intention clas-

sification.

Early studies on anomaly detection usually employ a broad spectrum of

traditional machine learning techniques, such as nearest neighbors, cluster-

ing, principal component analysis (PCA), and support vector machines (SVM).

Specifically, considering the input data type, objective, or additional restrictions

induced by the application domain, earlier works employed distinct strategies

more suited for the desired task. On the other hand, most recent works employ

deep neural networks (DNNs) exclusively due to their dominance in perfor-

mance (Fig. 1.1) regardless of the nature of tasks. Following the recent trend,

this dissertation also explores DNN-based anomaly detection methods.

1.2 Deep Anomaly Detection

Deep learning-based models have recently achieved groundbreaking success in

computer vision (CV) and natural language processing (NLP), reaching parity

with human-level performances in sundry benchmarks (Lin et al., 2014; Wang

et al., 2019b; Deng et al., 2009a; Wang et al., 2019a). The leading drivers behind
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Figure 1.1: Performance Comparison of Deep learning-based algorithms Vs Tra-

ditional Algorithms (Chalapathy and Chawla, 2019)

its success are the (1) deeper models, which can capturing of highly complex

relationships, and the (2) massive datasets, allowing the training of the deep

model. While DNNs make a precise decision on the basis of the peripheral fea-

tures, they contain no scientific meaning other than a statistical correlation be-

tween input and the label. Due to the aforementioned critical drawback, DNNs

are notorious for their black box mechanism, implying that humans are inca-

pable of understanding individual neurons or the final decision-making process.

In addition to their lack of transparency or interpretability, DNN-based mod-

els are reported to be vulnerable to outliers or adversarial attacks and yield

high-confidence predictions far from the training samples (Hein et al., 2019;

Goodfellow et al., 2015). As these concerns grow, discerning suspicious inputs

has also been regarded as integral research in DNNs, as it can compensate for

DNNs’ poor reliability.

A variety of deep anomaly detection methods have been proposed, and their

common underlying mechanism is to extract meaningful information from a
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deep neural model and convert it into a single scalar value to measure the

normality of the input. Thus, the core of deep anomaly detection lies in ex-

tracting and training sharp data representations from the neural models. Deep

supervised anomaly detection achieves this goal by leveraging a trainable out-

lier dataset to maximize the discrepancy of the representation between outliers

and normal samples. While supervised methods (Hendrycks et al., 2019b; Pa-

padopoulos et al., 2019) exhibit a satisfactory performance, they require access

to trainable outlier datasets, which is an extreme assumption considering the

scope of outliers covers nigh infinite space. Thus, most recent works tackle the

problem in an unsupervised setting, which detects outliers solely based on in-

trinsic properties of the normal data instances.

In this regard, our dissertation concentrates on devising a framework that

can train more distinctive representations and analyzing how to extract better

representations within DNNs in an unsupervised fashion. Precisely, we have

sought room for improvement in two orthogonal branches: Part I leverages

self-supervised learning to train and extract more distinctive information from

deep neural networks, and Part II exploits large pre-trained models (billions

of parameters) as anomaly detectors. The first part of our thesis proposes two

distinct methods of learning high-quality representations for the two most com-

mon input types for human interaction (i.e., images and sentences) leveraging

self-supervised learning. The second part of this dissertation attempts to ex-

ploit the large pre-trained language models which inheres many intriguing extra

functionalities, such as the ability to capture world knowledge (Petroni et al.,

2019), generate codes (Poesia et al., 2022), or solve mathematical problems

(Henighan et al., 2020), in addition to being proficient in recognizing linguistic

patterns.
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1.3 Dissertation Outline

The remaining contents of this dissertation comprise four main parts:

• Background (Chapter 2): As a preliminary, we overview the prelimi-

naries that form the foundation of this thesis. Specifically, we explain the

background of anomaly detection and its taxonomy depending on various

ingredients. Lastly, we point related chapter with the aforementioned tax-

onomy of the task and briefly introduce research areas closely associated

with anomaly detection.

• Part I (Chapters 3 & 4) — Deep Self-Supervised Learning for

Anomaly Detection: The first part of this thesis proposes methods

of learning high-quality representations for the two most common input

types for human interaction (i.e., images and sentences). Specifically, in

Chapter 3, we introduce a method called Masked Contrastive Learning

(MCL), a task-specific variant of contrastive learning (Chen et al., 2020a).

Among self-supervised learning tactics, contrastive learning is one spe-

cific framework validating their superiority in learning task-agnostic fea-

tures without labels. MCL learns a more distinctive representation suited

for anomaly detection by exploiting the label information in the training

batch in addition to various image data augmentations. In Chapter 4, we

propose a novel framework dubbed Layer-agnostic Contrastive Learning

(LaCL) that encourages intermediate features of the language model to

learn layer-specialized representations. Then, LaCL assembles them im-

plicitly into a single representation to absorb rich and diverse information

in the pre-trained language model.

• Part II (Chapters 5 & 6) — Exploiting Large Pre-trained Mod-
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els for Anomaly Detection: The second part of this dissertation at-

tempts to exploit the large pre-trained models in various circumstances.

In Chapter 5, we conduct in-depth investigations on the capability of

large pre-trained language models (PLMs) as outlier detectors in vari-

ous perspectives to elucidate the following uncharted questions: how do

large-scale PLMs cope with outlier? Specifically, our experiments eluci-

date the correlation between the model’s size and transferring methods

and share several intriguing findings and limitations. Based on previous

findings, Chapter 6 introduces a transfer learning method for large pre-

trained models dubbed Prompt Augmented Linear Probing (PALP),

which displays robustness to outliers and works in more harsh conditions

(i.e., few-shot setting, without any update or access to the model param-

eters).

• Conclusion (Chapter 7): We finally conclude this thesis and discuss

prospective avenues for future work.

1.4 Related Publications

Portions of this dissertation appeared in the following publications or pre-print:

• Chapter 3: Hyunsoo Cho, Jinseok Seol, and Sang-goo Lee. 2021. Masked

contrastive learning for anomaly detection. In Proceedings of the Thirtieth

International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, IJCAI .

• Chapter 4: Hyunsoo Cho, Choonghyun Park, Jaewook Kang, Kang Min

Yoo, Tae-uk Kim, and Sang-goo Lee. 2022. Enhancing out-of-distribution

detection in natural language understanding via implicit layer ensemble.

In Findings of the Association for Computational Linguistics: EMNLP .
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• Chapter 5: Hyunsoo Cho, Choonghyun Park, Junyeob Kim, Hyuhng Joon

Kim, Kang Min Yoo, and Sang-goo Lee. 2023b. Probing out-of-distribution

robustness of language models with parameter-efficient transfer learning.

arXiv preprint .

• Chapter 6: Hyunsoo Cho, Hyuhng Joon Kim, Junyeob Kim, Sang-woo

Lee, Sang-goo Lee, Kang Min Yoo, and Taeuk Kim. 2023a. Prompt-

augmented linear probing: Scaling beyond the limit of few-shot in-context

learners. In Proceedings of the Thirty-Seventh AAAI Conference on Ar-

tificial Intelligence, AAAI .
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides several concepts and preliminaries to help understand this

dissertation. We first present the taxonomy of deep anomaly detection (DAD)

from various perspectives and describe the general paradigm. Finally, we discuss

challenges in our topics and briefly introduce several relevant literatures with

their commonalities and differences.

2.1 Problem Formulation

The main objective of DAD is to determine whether the inferring data point

xtest is normal. In order to do so, DAD method approximates the distribution of

normal space Preal(x) from the available training dataset Dtrain, hypothesizing

that the data distribution of the training dataset Pdata(x) is identical to both

target normal space Preal(x) and the real-world test distribution Ptest(x):

Preal(x) ≈ Pdata(x) ≈ Ptest(x) (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Real-world inputs cover not only in-distribution space but also out-

of-distribution space.

This assumption is generally termed I.I.D (independent and identically dis-

tributed) assumption and is central to almost all machine learning algorithms.

While the trained deep-learning based model exhibits decent performance when

the test input comes from similar distribution to the training dataset, most real-

world inputs incorporate novel input that deviates from the expected normal

behavior commonly referred to as distributional shift. The cause of the distri-

butional shift is diverse (e.g., by mistake, malicious input, or volatility of the

input), leading to the degradation of the model’s reliability and generalization

ability.

Given the circumstances, the primary objective of DAD model is to de-

termine the normality of the test input xtest solely based on the distribution

estimated from the training dataset Pdata(x) without any clue regarding the

outlier space:

Model(xtest;P (x)) =

 inlier if xtest ∼ Pdata(x)

outlier otherwise,
(2.2)

Thus DAD model heavily relies on the information in the representation from
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Non-sequential
• Image
• Sensor
• Other

Sequential
• Video
• Sentence
• Speech

Deep Anomaly Detection Taxonomy

Generative
• (Variational) Auto-Encoders
• Generative Adversarial Networks
• Flow-based Models
• Bayesian Neural Networks
• Traditional MLs (Hidden Markov 

Models, Naïve Bayes, LDA)

Discriminative
• Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
• Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
• Transformers
• Traditional MLs (k-NN, SVM, logistic 

regression)

Others
• Reinforcement Learning
• One-class Classification
• Etc

Access to outlier dataset Techniques Data type

UnsupervisedSupervised

Figure 2.2: Taxonomy of deep learning-based anomaly detection.

the deep neural model and outputs binary decision of the test input or the

normality score of the input.

2.2 Taxonomy of Deep Anomaly Detection

Methods for anomaly detection are determined by numerous factors: input data

type, the availability of trainable outliers, specific techniques, or the additional

requirements induced by the applying domains. Fig. 2.2 illustrates the overall

taxonomy in DAD separated by several high-level factors. In this section, We

take a closer look at the several key aspects that determine the taxonomy of

DAD one by one to help understand the overall overview of our literature.
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Data type Model architectures Example Feature types

Sequential
CNN, RNN,

Transformer

Video Continuous

Sentence Discrete

Speech Continuous

Stock Market Categorical

Network

Categorical,

Continuous,

Discrete

Non-sequential

CNN, RNN,

Transformer,

Generative models

Image Continuous

Sensor

Categorical,

Continuous,

Discrete

Other

Categorical,

Continuous,

Discrete

Table 2.1: Various real-world data and their corresponding input type and rep-

resentative neural architectures.

2.2.1 Data Type of The Input

All systems accept inputs 1. Input, any signal or data instance with information

the system receives for processing, comprises a set of attributes, interchangeably

termed variables, features, or dimensions. Furthermore, the types of individual

features can be further divided into binary, categorical, or continuous, and the

input as well can be classified into univariate (single attribute) or multivariate

(multiple attributes).

While there are tremendous types of data in the real world, they can be

roughly separated into two high-level branches: sequential and non-sequential
1also referred to as an object, record, point, vector, pattern, event, case, sample, observa-

tion, or entity (Chandola et al., 2009)
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data. Tab. 2.1 summarizes some examples of real-world data with their charac-

teristics. Sequential data generally utilize the recurrent neural network (Rumel-

hart et al., 1986) (RNN) or its variants (Cho et al., 2014; Hochreiter and Schmid-

huber, 1997), as they exhibit temporal dynamic behavior by allowing output

from middle nodes to affect subsequent input. The image data, a representative

example of non-sequential type data, usually leverages a convolutional neural

network (Fukushima and Miyake, 1982) as a backbone network, an example of

brain-inspired ideas that mimic the human visual system. More recently, the

transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) has become the de-facto standard structure

in universal applications as they exhibit decent performance regardless of their

data type. The transformer dispenses recurrence or convolution and exclusively

relies on attention, which enhances some parts of the input while diminishing

others, motivated by the idea that the network should devote more to the small,

but necessary regions of the data.

2.2.2 Availability of Trainable Outliers

According to the presence of trainable outlier samples, methodologies in anomaly

detection can be branched into supervised or unsupervised. While supervised

methods exhibit a more decent performance, they require access to the labeled

outlier dataset. Collecting a labeled outlier dataset requires substantial cost

and effort for many reasons: They are often manually labeled by a human ex-

pert, and the scope of outliers covers nigh infinite space; gathering the data

in the whole OOD space is not only infeasible but also more challenging than

collecting samples for whole normal behavior. Furthermore, anomalous behav-

ior has evolving nature, e.g., the rise of new anomalies. On the other hand,

unsupervised anomaly detection techniques do not require an outlier dataset

and assume that the training data has labeled instances for only the normal
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class. They usually make the implicit assumption of the normal instances solely

based on intrinsic properties of the data instances and thus are most widely

applicable.

2.2.3 Techniques for Deep Anomaly Detection

DAD methodologies leverage various approaches that can be broadly branched

into discriminative and generative methods. Informally, generative models can

generate new data instances (e.g., photos and videos), and discriminative mod-

els discriminate between different kinds of data instances (e.g., classifications).

Generative methods are commonly utilized in computer vision, while nat-

ural language processing applications utilize the discriminative method due to

their discrete input space. In generative methods-based DAD methods, they

utilize the error between reconstructed input and the original input, expecting

them to generate precise reconstruction to the normal instances while fail to re-

generate abnormal ones. Bayesian DAD methods, which inherit the flexibility of

deep learning and the capability of probabilistic models to estimate predictive

uncertainty, utilize the uncertainty of the input to sort out outliers. Discrimi-

native DAD methods utilize the probability of the model prediction expecting

that the model will derive a more confident probability of a normal input.

2.3 General Paradigm

While it is impossible to generalize them into a single paradigm, the most

prevailing paradigm in deep unsupervised anomaly detection is to extract and

score. (Fig. 2.3 provides a visual example of the paradigm mentioned above.)

Since many deep anomaly detectors leverage diverse backbone architectures,

they extract different types of information from the various neural architectures

that might be beneficial in determining outliers. For instance, most generative
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Figure 2.3: General paradigm in deep anomaly detection. Methods in anomaly
detection (1) extracts information from deep neural module and passes it to
(2) the scoring function, which yields the fitness of the input and gives final
decision whether the input is anomaly.

models extract reconstruction error between the original input and its recon-

struction, Bayesian methods utilize the uncertainty value, and discriminative

methods utilize maximum soft probability or hidden representation from the

architecture as their primary source to determine outliers. Then, the scoring

function gauges the appropriateness of the input based on the extracted fea-

ture and decides whether the input is from the normal distribution or them. The

most intuitive baseline scoring function is to utilize probabilities from softmax

distributions (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2017). Correctly classified examples tend

to have greater maximum softmax probabilities (MSP) than anomalous inputs

allowing the model to discern out-of-distribution examples. On top of this base-

line method, numerous branches of scoring functions have been proposed, such

as designing a more accurate scoring function (Liu et al., 2020; Tack et al., 2020;

Shen et al., 2021) and calibrating the input via gradient-based post-processing

(Lee et al., 2018b; Liang et al., 2017).
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2.4 Scope of the Dissertation

Among various settings and methods in anomaly detection described above, we

primarily focus on (1) training or extracting more meaningful representations

in (2) an unsupervised fashion with (3) image and sentence datasets.

(1) Although designing a novel scoring function is also promising research,

designing a ubiquitous scoring function is infeasible as the nature of the repre-

sentation varies depending on the training methods or other factors. Meaning

the scoring function should change adaptively, considering the characteristics of

the representations. Moreover, the study of the scoring function can be regarded

as an attempt to maximize the outlier detection capability from the extracted

representation. For this reason, we focus more on extracting or training the rep-

resentations in DNNs. (2) Moreover, our work tackles deep anomaly detection

in an unsupervised manner for practicality as we barely know which types of

outliers the model will encounter, and constructing a trainable OOD dataset

also costs a fortune and effort. (3) Finally, among various input types, we fo-

cus on studying the method of processing images and sentences, representing

sequential and non-sequential data and the most frequently used inputs when

humans interact.

2.5 Challenges and Relevant Literature

2.5.1 Challenges

Several factors make anomaly detection a complex and long-standing problem:

1. Machine learning’s strong reliance on the close-set assumption.

The The machine learning techniques approximate the target distribution

based on the currently available data and consider this distribution as a

real-world target distribution. Speaking otherwise, they regard acquired
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instances are independent and identically distributed (i.e., IID assump-

tion). However, real-world inputs deviate from the approximated distri-

bution. Thus, even well-trained neural models are known to be vulnerable

to test inputs from an unknown distribution and assign arbitrarily high

probability on the unfamiliar test samples (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2017;

Hein et al., 2019).

2. The definition of outlier is subjective. Since the criteria for determin-

ing normal and abnormal are usually subjective, setting a firm decision

boundary between normal and anomalous behavior is often imprecise.

Due to this nature, methods are often not transferable to other domains

as they have to meet additional constraints.

3. Evolving nature of outliers. In the real-world scenario, inputs to the

model evolve ceaselessly, causing variation between current concepts of

normal and the future.

4. Maliciously designed inputs. Some outliers are maliciously designed

to fool the model and look similar to normal inputs. They are tough to

distinguish compared to other outliers, which occur by chance or mistake.

5. Noise in the training dataset. The dataset often contains noise, erro-

neous data, or outliers, which tend to be similar to the actual anomalies.

2.5.2 Related Research Fields

The previously-mentioned problems make some other literature challenging as

well as anomaly detection, and sometimes they factors considered independent

and important sub-problems. For example, adversarial machine learning is an

area of research that deals with the third factor intensely. Adversarial machine
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of adversarial attack. Predictive label for robin image
changes into waffle iron with small perturbations.

learning researches malicious attacks on DNNs and aims to make DNNs more

robust against such attacks. Adversarial examples, adding imperceptible pertur-

bations to original inputs (See Fig. 2.4 for an example of adversarial sample2.),

can easily fool DNNs and prompt the model to make a wrong prediction with

high confidence. Likewise, noise removal or data cleansing is a research area

that aims to detect and correct (or remove) corrupted or inaccurate instances

by identifying incomplete, incorrect, or irrelevant samples. In addition, domain

adaptation (or generalization) is also closely-related to anomaly detection. Do-

main adaptation is to maximize or preserve the performance from the trained

source domains to a different (but related) target domain, which can be consid-

ered as a subcategory of transfer learning. While the primary goal of anomaly

detection is to find distributional shifted inputs to maximize reliability, domain

adaptation attempts to maximize the generalization ability so that the model

can achieve maximum performance even when the input is shifted from the

training dataset.

2The images are from https://towardsdatascience.com/know-your-enemy-7f7c5038bdf3.
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Part I: Deep Self-Supervised
Anomaly Detection Methods
(Chapter 3 & 4)

Part I of this dissertation (Chapter 3 & 4) primarily focuses on (1) develop-

ing self-supervised anomaly detection frameworks in an (2) unsupervised man-

ner for (3) image and sentence datasets. Among the numerous approaches in

deep unsupervised anomaly detection, self-supervised learning (SSL) is spurring

interest and validating its superiority over previous DAD methods (Minderer

et al., 2020; Geirhos et al., 2020; Golan and El-Yaniv, 2018; Zhan et al., 2021;

Sehwag et al., 2021) due to its ability to learn complex and diverse represen-

tations without additional labels. Moreover, self-supervised learning is known

to restrain the DNNs from learning shortcuts (Geirhos et al., 2020) — decision

rules that perform well on train distribution but fail to transfer to others —

which cause spurious output to both IND and OOD inputs from the neural

models. DNNs are prone to learn shortcuts, such as detecting grass instead of

cows, as shown in Fig.2.5, since leveraging them is much easier and takes the

least effort (Geirhos et al., 2020; Kluckhohn, 1950) for DNNs to yield the in-

tended solution. These shortcuts can be mitigated by making the task more

complex, and multi-tasking pre-text tasks (SSL) in tandem with the original
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Figure 2.5: Recognition algorithms generalize poorly to new environments. Cows

in ‘common’ contexts (e.g. Alpine pastures) are detected and classified correctly

(A), while cows in uncommon contexts (beach, waves and boat) are not detected

(B) or classified poorly (C). Images are from (Beery et al., 2018)

task exhibits good efficiency in alleviating shortcuts and improving the quality

of the trained representations additionally.

Leveraging the aforementioned characteristics of self-supervised learning,

Part I of this dissertation proposes two self-supervised frameworks for image

input and sentence input, respectively. Before delving into the specifics, we

introduce some self-supervised learning techniques frequently used in this part

of the dissertation as a preliminary.

Preliminaries.

Constrastive Learning.

Recent contrastive learning algorithms, e.g., SimCLR (Chen et al., 2020a), learn

representations by maximizing the agreement between differently augmented

views of the same image while repelling others in the batch. Specifically, each
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Figure 2.6: Vanilla self-supervised contrastive learning and supervised con-

trastive learning. The supervised contrastive loss (right) contrasts the set of

all samples from the same class as positives against the negatives from the re-

mainder of the batch, while self-supervised contrastive loss contrasts a single

positive for each anchor (i.e., an augmented version of the same image). The

figure illustrates that taking class label information into account allows the

aligning of representations from the same class more tightly. The image is from

Khosla et al. (2020).

image xk from randomly sampled batch B = {(xk, yk)}Nk=1 is augmented twice,

generating an independent pair of views (x̄2k−1, x̄2k) and augmented batch

B̄ = {(x̄k, ȳk)}2Nk=1, where labels of augmented views ȳ2k−1, ȳ2k are equal to

original label yk. The augmented pair of views, x̄2k−1 = t(xk) and x̄2k =

t′(xk), are generated via independent transformation instance t and t′, drawn

from pre-defined augmentation function family T . (x̄2k−1, x̄2k), then are passed

sequentially through encoder network fθ and projection head gϕ, yielding latent

vectors (z2k−1, z2k) that are utilized for the contrastive loss (i.e., NT-Xent):
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ℓ(i, j) = − log
exp(simi,j/τ)∑2N

k=1 1[k ̸=i]exp(simi,k/τ)
, (2.3)

where simi,j = z⊤
i zj/(∥zi∥ ∥zj∥) denotes cosine similarity between pair of latent

vectors in (zi, zj) and τ stands for temperature hyper-parameter. The final

objective is to minimize Eq. 2.3 over positive pairs, which maps the input into

effective individual representation in a task-agnostic way:

LSimCLR =
1

2N

N∑
k=1

[ℓ(2k − 1, 2k) + ℓ(2k, 2k − 1)] . (2.4)

Supervised Constrastive Learning.

Supervised contrastive learning (SCL) is a supervised variant of vanilla con-

trastive learning, which employs label information of the input to group samples

into known classes more tightly. Thus, SCL can learn data-label relationships

as well as data-data relationships as in CL.

In SCL, each batch B = {(xb, yb)}
|B|
b=1 in the dataset, where xb, yb denotes

a sentence and a label for index b respectively, generates an augmented batch

B̄ = {(x̄b, ȳb)}
|B̄|
b=1, where labels of augmented views are preserved as the original

one. The augmented batch B̄ consists of two augmented input; x̄2b−1 = t1(xb)

and x̄2b = t2(xb), where t1, t2 indicate data augmentation functions. Then,

(x̄2b−1, x̄2b) are passed through PLM and projector, generating latent vectors

(z2b−1, z2b) that are utilized to calculate the supervised contrastive loss:

LSCL = − log
∑

j∈P (i)

exp(zi · zj/τ)∑|B̄|
k=1 1[k ̸=i]exp(zi · zk/τ)

, (2.5)

where P (i) = {p ∈ B : ȳj = ȳi} is the set of indices of all positives in

the augmented batch with query index i and τ represents temperature hyper-

parameter.
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Chapter 3

A Deep Self-Supervised Anomaly
Detection for Images

3.1 Introduction

Over the past few years, machine learning has achieved immense success sur-

passing human-level performance in many tasks, such as classification, segmen-

tation, and object detection (Tan and Le, 2019; Tan et al., 2020; Chen et al.,

2020a). However, such a well-trained model assigns arbitrary high probability

(Hein et al., 2019) on the unfamiliar test samples, since most machine learning

systems generally depend on the closed-set assumption (i.e., i.i.d. assumption).

This phenomenon may lead to a fatal accident in safety-critical applications like

medical-diagnosis or autonomous driving. Anomaly detection1 is a research area

that aims to circumvent such symptoms by identifying whether the test samples

come from in-distribution or not. A flurry of recent deep-learning based models,

1also termed out-of-distribution detection, novelty detection, or outlier detection in the
contemporary machine learning context.
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including reconstruction based (Oza and Patel, 2019; Li et al., 2018), density es-

timation based (Malinin and Gales, 2018), post-processing methods (Lee et al.,

2018b; Liang et al., 2017), and self-supervised learning methods (Golan and El-

Yaniv, 2018; Hendrycks et al., 2019a; Tack et al., 2020; Winkens et al., 2020),

have been proposed for the task and have shown noticeable progress.

Among the numerous approaches mentioned, self-supervised learning (SSL)

is in the limelight and validating its superiority over previous methods in various

research areas (Devlin et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020a). Since it is unfeasible to

access out-of-distribution (OOD) data in most real-world scenarios, the ability

of SSL to learn complex and diverse representations without additional labels is

receiving much attention from anomaly detection lately. (Golan and El-Yaniv,

2018) is one of the earlier works to identify the potential of SSL and has pro-

posed a simple yet effective technique that aims to learn intrinsic features within

in-distribution (IND) samples via auxiliary tasks (e.g., predicting flip, rotation,

or translation of input data). Furthermore, (Hendrycks et al., 2019a) confirmed

that using such auxiliary tasks not only helps to determine anomalous samples

but also helps to defend against adversarial attacks. More recent works (Tack

et al., 2020; Winkens et al., 2020) exploit contrastive learning (CL), especially

SimCLR (Chen et al., 2020a), that learns individual data representations in a

task-agnostic way by maximizing the agreement between differently augmented

views of the same image while repelling others in the batch.

SimCLR obtains effective individual representation for each data point, as

well as clustered representations for each class, even without any human label

or supervision. (See Fig. 3.1a.) However, its task-agnostic feature results in

blurry boundaries between each cluster, so it requires a fine-tuning process

used for some downstream tasks (e.g., multi-class classification). Such process

undermines expression ability well-learned through SimCLR, given that most
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of the fine-tuning procedure leverages cross-entropy loss and it solely considers

class labels of the data without taking into account unique characteristics of

the data or similarity between them. Consequently, the fine-tuned model often

assigns high confidence probabilities to OOD input, reducing the distributional

discrepancy between IND and OOD (Hein et al., 2019).

Our foremost insight is that forming dense clusters without fine-tuning while

preserving individual representations by inheriting the advantages of SimCLR

will shape a more meaningful visual representation contrary to the pre-train

then tune paradigm, thus contributing to the effective detection of anomalous

data. To this end, we propose a task-specific variant of contrastive learning

called masked contrastive learning (MCL), which can shape more clear bound-

aries between each class. (See Fig.3.1d) The core idea of MCL is to generate a

mask that can adjust the repelling-ratio properly by considering class labels in

the batch. Experimental results show that MCL is more befitted to anomaly

detection then SimCLR or its other task-specific variant (i.e., SupCLR), which

still exhibits blurry decision boundaries (See Fig.3.1b).

Moreover, contrary to the previous belief that the auxiliary self-supervision

task (e.g., predicting flip, rotation, or translation of input data) does not sub-

stantially improve label classification accuracy (Hendrycks et al., 2019a), we

observe that it is possible to considerably improve both IND and OOD perfor-

mance with a proper inference method. To this end, we propose self-ensemble

inference (SEI) that fully exploits ability learned from simple auxiliary self-

supervision task in the inference phase. SEI enhances model performance in

all situations without losing generality and can be used in any classifier. By

combining our models, we can outperform previous state-of-the-art methods.

Our main contributions are summarized as below:

• We propose a novel extension to contrastive learning dubbed masked con-
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(a) SimCLR (b) SupCLR

(c) SimCLR + CCM (d) MCL

Figure 3.1: t-SNE visualization of CIFAR-10 trained representation. Each color
denotes each class labels in CIFAR-10. Each component in our model makes
each cluster more dense.

trastive learning which can shape dense class-conditional clusters.

• We also propose an inference method called self-ensemble inference (SEI)

that fully leverages ability learned from auxiliary self-supervision tasks in

test time. SEI can further boost both IND and OOD performance.

• We validate our approaches on various image benchmark datasets, where

we obtain significant performance gain over the previous state-of-the-art.
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Figure 3.2: Description of MCL framework. Query view (gray-framed) attracts
views connected with a blue-colored line and repels views connected with a
red-colored line.

3.2 Masked Contrastive Learning

As the name implies, our method adopts contrastive learning, particularly Sim-

CLR, with two additional components: class-conditional mask and stochastic

positive attraction; see Fig. 3.2. In this section, we provide detailed explana-

tions of each component in MCL. (See Sec. 3.5 for further details regarding

contrastive learning.)

3.2.1 Class-Conditional Mask

The benefit of CL in anomaly detection has been reported recently (Winkens

et al., 2020; Tack et al., 2020). Nonetheless, we found that well-formed rep-

resentations from CL, which facilitate distinguishing anomalous data, are lost

during the fine-tuning procedure. (See Sec. 3.4.2 for more detailed results.) Due

to the task-agnostic nature of CL, however, the fine-tuning steps are essential,

making it difficult to avoid the aforementioned phenomenon. MCL mitigates

such symptoms by injecting task-specific characteristics to existing CL, result-

ing in fine-tuning procedure inessential. One key component in MCL is class-

conditional mask (CCM) which is a simple yet effective masking technique that
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adaptively determines the repelling-ratio considering the label information in

each B̄. CCM can be defined as follows:

CCM(i, j) =

 α if ȳi = ȳj

1/τ if ȳi ̸= ȳj ,
(3.1)

where 0 < α < 1/τ . CCM alters the temperature for the same label views to a

smaller value α, so that query view repels views with the same label relatively

small amount compared to views with different labels. The generated CCM

is then multiplied to the similarity score in Eq. 2.3, modifying the previous

SimCLR loss to the following equation.

pccm(i, j) =
exp(simi,j/τ)∑2N

k=1 1[k ̸=i]exp(simi,kCCM(i, k))
, (3.2)

ℓccm(i, j) = − log pccm(i, j), (3.3)

Lccm =
1

2N

N∑
k=1

[ℓccm(2k − 1, 2k) + ℓccm(2k, 2k − 1)] . (3.4)

Penalizing a small ratio α to positive views restrains respective representation

in the same cluster from being too similar to each other, making individual data

representation more distinctive.

3.2.2 Stochastic Positive Attraction

As can be seen in Fig. 3.1c, CCM promotes a more label-wise cluster compared

to SimCLR. Even in CCM, however, the core operating principle is still identi-

cal to SimCLR in that it only attracts the view from the same image while it

repels remaining views within the batch. Due to this repulsive nature, each data

representation gets more distant as training continues, and it leads to the forma-

tion of unsatisfactory scattered clusters. To alleviate this phenomenon, we add
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another component named stochastic positive attraction (SPA), an additional

attraction with the stochastically sampled view in the batch. Specifically, SPA

attracts query x̄i with stochastic positive sample (x̄j , ȳj) ∼ U(B̄+
i ) in the posi-

tive augmented batch B̄+
i for query x̄i, where U refers to the discrete uniform

distribution. The positive augmented batch B̄+
i for query x̄i contains views with

the same label except views from its parent image x(i−1)\2, where the symbol

\ denotes integer quotient operator:

B̄+
i = {(x̄k, ȳk) ∈ B̄ | ȳk = ȳi and (k − 1) \ 2 ̸= (i− 1) \ 2}. (3.5)

CCM is also used for negative views with the additional constraint which ex-

cludes views from its parent image. SPA for query view x̄i now can be defined

as follows:

pspa(i, j) =
exp(simi,j/τ)∑2N

k=1 1[(k−1)\2̸=(i−1)\2]exp(simi,kCCM(i, k))
, (3.6)

ℓspa(i) = E(x̄j ,ȳj)∼U(B̄+
i ) [− log pspa(i, j)] . (3.7)

The complete version of MCL is acquired by combining CCM and SPA, where

the overall loss term being as follows:

LMCL = Lccm +
λ

2N

2N∑
k=1

ℓspa(k), (3.8)

where λ denotes weight hyper-parameter for SPA loss.

SPA possesses the potential to make respective clusters denser when α meet

certain conditions. Otherwise, SPA either loses the ability to assemble scattered

clusters, or forces every data points to converge near the centroid of each cluster,

making the data points within the cluster indistinguishable. We explore the two

aforementioned conditions theoretically in the following section:
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Attraction Condition

This section details the condition to maintain the ability of SPA to assemble

a scattered cluster. Note that the role of SPA is to alleviate the same-class

repulsion in MCL.

Let q be a query index in the augmented batch B̄ of size 2N and r be

the index of a stochastic positive sample from B̄+
q . If the sign of the gradient

of Lspa = 1
2N

∑2N
i=1 ℓspa(i) w.r.t. simq,r is negative, then the cosine similarity

between two vectors z̄q, z̄r gets higher as training continues. Such fact indicates

that the ability of SPA comes when the gradient of SPA loss is negative.

From SPA loss,

pspa(i, j) =
exp(simi,j/τ)∑2N

k=1 1[(k−1)\2̸=(i−1)\2]exp(simi,kCCM(i, k))
, (3.9)

ℓspa(i) = E(x̄j ,ȳj)∼U(B̄+
i ) [− log pspa(i, j)]

.
=

1

|B̄+
i |

∑
(x̄j ,ȳj)∈B̄+

i

− log pspa(i, j).
(3.10)

Then, gradient of Lspa w.r.t. simq,r can be calculated as follows:

∂Lspa

∂simq,r
=

1

2N

2N∑
i=1

∂ℓspa(i)

∂simq,r
=

1

2N

∂ℓspa(q)

∂simq,r

=
1

2N

1

|B̄+
q |

(
−1

τ
+ |B̄+

q |αpspa(q, r)

)
=

1

2N

(
αpspa(q, r)−

1

τ |B̄+
q |

)
<

1

2N

(
α− 1

τ |B̄+
q |

)
,

(3.11)

where CCM(q, r) = α and pspa(i, j) < 1 for any (i, j).
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To this end, α should be selected carefully which met following condition:

α <
1

τ |B̄+
q |

. (3.12)

Convergence Condition

This section details the condition to restrain SPA from forcing every data point

to converge near the centroid of each cluster.

When α is set to an extremely small value, the attraction from SPA becomes

dominant compared to the repulsion of CCM, leading respective data points

within each cluster to converges near its centroid. In concrete, let ī be the

index for another augmented view from same parent image x(i−1)\2. Then we

can revise MCL loss as follows:

LMCL = Lccm + λLspa

=
1

2N

2N∑
i=1

ℓccm(i, ī) + λLspa.
(3.13)

The overall gradient for MCL becomes:

∂LMCL

∂simq,r
=

1

2N

2N∑
i=1

∂ℓccm(i, ī)

∂simq,r
+

∂Lspa

∂simq,r
. (3.14)

By the definition of ℓccm,

pccm(i, j) =
exp(simi,j/τ)∑2N

k=1 1[k ̸=i]exp(simi,kCCM(i, k))
, (3.15)

ℓccm(i, j) = − log pccm(i, j), (3.16)

where B̄+
q guarantees r ̸= q̄. Then, the gradient of ∂ℓccm(i, ī) w.r.t. simq,r be-

comes:
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1

2N

2N∑
i=1

∂ℓccm(i, ī)

∂simq,r
=

1

2N

∂ℓccm(q, q̄)

∂simq,r
=

1

2N
αpccm(q, r). (3.17)

Thus, the respective term of MCL can be rewritten as follows:

∂LMCL

∂simq,r
=

1

2N
αpccm(q, r) +

λ

2N

(
αpspa(q, r)−

1

τ |B̄+
q |

)
<

1

2N
α+

λ

2N

(
α− 1

τ |B̄+
q |

)
=

(1 + λ)

2N

(
α− λ

τ(1 + λ)|B̄+
q |

)
≤ (1 + λ)

2N

(
α− λ

τ(1 + λ)(2N − 2)

)
(3.18)

When α < λ · {τ(1 + λ)(2N − 2)}−1, the overall gradient of MCL becomes

negative and urges every data points to gather near the centroid of each clus-

ter. So hyper-parameter α should be carefully selected to avoid the following

condition:

α <
λ

τ(1 + λ)(2N − 2)
. (3.19)

3.2.3 Training Auxiliary task in MCL

Training simple auxiliary self-supervision task along with the main downstream

task is possible in MCL by adding constraint in CCM. Let Tmain be the main

task with Cmain number of classes, Taux be an auxiliary task with Caux number

of classes and corresponding augmented batch be B̄ = {(x̄i, ȳ
main
i , ȳaux

i )}2Ni=1

with additional auxiliary task label. Then CCM with auxiliary self-supervision

task can be defined as follows:

CCMaux(i, j) =


α if ȳmain

i = ȳmain
j and ȳaux

i = ȳaux
j

β if ȳmain
i = ȳmain

j and ȳaux
i ̸= ȳaux

j

1/τ otherwise.

(3.20)
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By simply setting β = 1/τ , it is possible to train Cmain×Caux distinctive clusters

for each (ȳmain
j , ȳaux

j ) pairs. Since the auxiliary task plays a complementary role

to the main task, it is more plausible to form grouped clusters for respective

main labels and to have distinctive clusters for each auxiliary label inside them.

With appropriate constraint (i.e., 0 < α < β < 1/τ), MCL forms hierarchical

clusters by dint of CCM.

3.3 Inference

3.3.1 Scoring Function in MCL

Since there is no task-specific final layer in MCL, classification or anomaly

detection are conducted via class-wise density estimation analogous to (Lee

et al., 2018b), utilizing negative Mahalanobis distance −dM as a scoring function

s:

si(z) = −dM (z, µi; Σi) = (z − µi)
⊤Σ−1

i (z − µi), (3.21)

S(x) = [s1(x), s2(x), · · · , sCmain(x)] , (3.22)

where z = gϕ(fθ(x)), and µi, Σi refer to mean and covariance matrix of n-

dimensional multivariate normal distribution (MND) N (µi,Σi) for class i ∈

I = {1, 2, · · · , Cmain}. Note that calculating MNDs for each class is a one-time

operation acquired from training data. The vector S(x) contains scores of each

label for image x and the class label with highest score i∗ = argmaxn∈ISn(x) is

selected as a predictive label, where Sn(x) denotes n-th element of S(x). The

corresponding IND score for predictive label si∗(x) measures the confidence for

predictive label i∗ which are used to distinguish OOD data, following the binary

decision function hδ from below:

hδ(x) =

 IND Si∗(x) ≥ δ

OOD Si∗(x) < δ,
(3.23)
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where δ denotes anomaly threshold.

3.3.2 Self Ensemble Inference

The key idea of SEI is to exploit the model’s ability to discriminate within

IND, learned through an auxiliary self-supervision task, in the inference phase.

For example, consider predicting 4-directional rotations (from 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, to

270◦) is employed for an auxiliary task. Then SEI ensembles the results from

corresponding the 4-rotated test images and derives calibrated index i∗ and

corresponding score si∗ . Specifically, let i ∈ I = {1, 2, ..., Cmain} be the main

task label, and j ∈ J = {1, 2, ..., Caux} be the auxiliary task label. Then, Cmain×

Caux number of MNDs N (µ
(j)
i ,Σ

(j)
i ) are calculated for every label combinations.

The test image x is augmented Caux times, yielding {x(j)}Caux
j=1 . Each augmented

test image x(m) with the class label yaux = m is fed into the corresponding MND

N (µ
(m)
i ,Σ

(m)
i ), where i ∈ I and j = m, yielding a score vector S(m)(x):

s
(j)
i (x) = −dM (gϕ(fθ(x)), µ

(j)
i ; Σ

(j)
i ), (3.24)

S(m)(x) =
[
s
(m)
1 (x), s

(m)
2 (x), · · · , s(m)

Cmain
(x)
]
. (3.25)

Our goal is to aggregate {S(j)(x)}Caux
j=1 properly to make model more robust and

reliable. We considered 3 different aggregation methods to extract predictive

label i∗. The foremost intuitive way is averaging the main label scores across

{S(j)(x)}Caux
j=1 .

i∗avg(x) = argmax
i∈I

1

|J |
∑
m∈J

S
(m)
i (x). (3.26)

Another variation is to select label index from the highest IND score:

i∗max(x) = argmax
i∈I

{
max
m∈J

S
(m)
i (x)

}
. (3.27)
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The last aggregation is the weighted-average, which gives adaptive weights to

each score in S. Weights for each score are computed per j using the harmonic

mean to penalize exceptionally low scores for better calibration:

W (m)(x) =

(∑
n∈I

1

S
(m)
n (x)

)−1

. (3.28)

i∗w-avg(x) = argmax
i∈I

∑
m∈J W

(m)(x)S
(m)
i (x)∑

m∈J W
(m)(x)

. (3.29)

Corresponding score to predictive label i∗ is used to distinguish OOD data

following Eq. 3.23. Depending on the aggregation method, the effect that the

model can achieve varies.

3.4 Experiment

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of MCL and SEI on several

multi-class image classification datasets.

Experiment configurations. In the following experiments, we adopt ResNet-

34 (He et al., 2016) with a single projection head, following structure used to

train CIFAR-10 in SimCLR. We also fixed hyper-parameters related to con-

trastive learning following SimCLR, which include transformation T = {color

jittering, horizontal flip, grayscale, inception crop}, the strength of color distor-

tion to 0.5, batch size to 1024, and temperature τ to 0.2, to keep our experiment

tractable. Unlike SimCLR, we used SGD optimizer with learning rate 1.2 (0.3

× batch size / 256), decay 1e-6, and momentum 0.9. Furthermore, we use a

cosine annealing scheduler without any warm-up.

For MCL hyper-parameters, we set α to 0.05, β to 2.5, and λ to 1 which

meets 2 conditions for MCL. We carefully selected the remaining MCL-related

hyper-parameters, α and β, that meet 2 conditions from the previous subsection.
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To calculate exact value, we substitute the corresponding hyper-parameter value

to Eq. 3.12 and Eq. 3.19. We approximated |B̄+
q | ≈ 2N/C = 51.2, since the total

number of classes C in MCL with auxiliary task is C = 10× 4 = 40. Then, Eq.

3.12 is substituted as follows:

α <
1

τ |B̄+
q |

≈ 0.098 (3.30)

The final value for α is set to 0.05 which meets both conditions in Eq. 3.12 and

Eq. 3.19. Remaining hyper-parameter β is set to 1/(2 · τ) = 2.5.

Evaluation metrics. To evaluate IND detection performance, we measured

the label classification accuracy. To verify OOD performance, we utilized fol-

lowing metrics:

• AUROC: AUROC stands for area under the receiver operating charac-

teristic curve (AUROC), which is a threshold (δ in Sec. 3.3.1) free metric

and the most common metric in anomaly detection literature. Higher AU-

ROC indicates the better OOD performance.

• FPR@95: The ROC curve is a graph where the x-axis and y-axis in a

graph indicate FPR and TPR respectively. FPR@95 is a specific FPR

point of the ROC curve when TPR is set to 95. Lower FPR indicates

fewer false positives arises.

• AUPR: AUPR stands for area under the precision-recall curve (PR-

curve). In particular, two PR-curves are produced, from IND perspective

PR-curve and OOD perspective PR-curve. Higher AUPR indicates high

precision and recall value.
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Figure 3.3: Samples from resized and fixed versions of ImageNet and LSUN
for OOD detection. Because the resizing was done by subsampling, it caused
an aliasing effect, resulting in unintended artifacts that made images almost
indistinguishable even for humans. Fixed version used interpolation technique
for the resizing.

Dataset Description We conduct experiments on various multi-class bench-

mark datasets: CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009), SVHN (Netzer

et al., 2011), Tiny-ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009b), and LSUN (Yu et al., 2015).

CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, Tiny-ImageNet dataset is a widely used multi-class nat-

ural image (e.g., dog, tiger, plane) dataset with 10,100, and 200 classes label for

each dataset. SVHN dataset stands for Street View House Numbers (SVHN),

which consist of ten-digit classes. LSUN dataset contains millions of color im-

ages with 10 scene categories and 20 object categories. Since the size of each

dataset differs, several data sets have to be resized to unify to fit the targeted

size (32 by 32). (Liang et al., 2017) released resized version of Tiny-ImageNet

and LSUN dataset, however, as can be seen in Fig. 3.3, those version contains

unintended artifacts produced during the resizing process. (Tack et al., 2020)

handled the aforesaid problem and released a fixed version of those datasets

dubbed Tiny-ImageNet(F) and LSUN(F).

Competing methods. To investigate the performance of our model, we com-

pare our model (MCL) along with several recently proposed methods and base-

line model.

• Baseline (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2017) classifies OOD input by its max-
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imum softmax probability (MSP).

• Mahalanobis Distance (Lee et al., 2018b) classifies OOD input by measur-

ing the distance between the input and the estimated normal distribution

of the train data.

• Auxiliary Rotation (Hendrycks et al., 2019a) trains classifier with addition

self-supervised task to predicts the degree of the input rotation.

• CSI (Tack et al., 2020) leverage SupCLR (Khosla et al., 2020) and well-

selected self-supervision task befitted for anomaly detection.

• ODIN (Liang et al., 2017) is a postprocessing method by calibrating the

softmax probability with the gradient of the input.

• Outlier Exposure (Hendrycks et al., 2019b) utilize additional supervised

OOD data to calibrate OOD input to yield low probability.

Selecting self-supervision tasks. Since the complex auxiliary task is not

our primary concern, we considered rotation, horizontal flip, and translation

as candidates for auxiliary tasks, which are simple and commonly used in the

area of anomaly detection (Golan and El-Yaniv, 2018). However, MCL contains

inception crop (Szegedy et al., 2015) and horizontal flip in contrastive trans-

formation T , so using translations or horizontal flip as an auxiliary task only

confuses the model. To this end, we employed predicting 4-directional rotations

(0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦) as our auxiliary task.

3.4.1 Multi-Class Anomaly Detection

We trained our model on CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009) as IND, and used

CIFAR-100, SVHN (Netzer et al., 2011), ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009b), and
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AUROC
Training Method Test Acc. SVHN LSUN ImageNet CIFAR100
Baseline 93.6 89.9 84.3 88.0 86.4
ODIN⋆ 93.6 85.8 83.2 87.7 85.8
Mahalanobis Distance⋆ 94.1 99.1 87.9 90.9 88.2
Auxiliary Rotation 94.3 97.3 94.5 94.7 90.7
Outlier Exposure† - 98.4 - - 93.3
SupCLR‡ 93.8 97.3 91.6 90.5 88.6
CSI + SupCLR‡ 94.8 96.5 92.1 92.4 90.5
CSI + SupCLR + Ens‡ 96.1 97.9 93.5 94.0 92.2
Auxiliary Rotation + SEI 95.8 98.4 95.7 95.8 92.3
MCL + SEI (ours) ‡ 95.9 98.9 96.0 95.9 93.1
MCL + SEI (ours) 96.4 99.3 96.3 96.5 94.0

⋆ refers models with additional post-proccesing procedure.
† denotes models with additional supervised (OOD) data.
‡ use ResNet-18 as a backbone network, otherwise ResNet-34 are used.

Table 3.1: Test accuracy of in-domain classification and AUROC of OOD data
for each model trained on CIFAR-10 dataset.

LSUN (Yu et al., 2015) datasets for OOD. Note that all the classes in OOD

datasets are disjoint with CIFAR-10.

Table 3.1 summarizes our experimental results of our model and competing

methods. First, MCL outperforms other methods by a significant margin re-

gardless of the datasets. MCL shows performance improvement in IND metric

(accuracy) as well as in OOD metrics, suggesting that there is a potential for

expansion in other tasks. Interestingly, our model outperforms the combination

of CSI (augmentation optimized for OOD detection) and another task-specific

variant SupCLR. Such observation indicates that MCL, which can learn unique

individual representation for each data point, is more suited for OOD detec-

tion than SupCLR. Moreover, MCL outperforms supervised method (Hendrycks

et al., 2019b), which utilizes additional explicit OOD data.
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Model Acc AUROC
Baseline (w/o NT-Xent) 93.61 86.40
SimCLR (CE fine-tuned) 93.88 87.56
SimCLR (joint fine-tuned) 93.91 87.81
MCL (w/o SPA, w/o aux) 91.41 85.03
MCL (w/o aux) 94.35 89.49
MCL (CE fine-tuned) 94.22 88.89
MCL 94.03 91.12

Table 3.2: Ablation studies for each component in MCL.

3.4.2 Ablation Study

In this section, we perform an ablation study on our proposed methods, along

with baselines. In all experiments, we treated CIFAR-10 as IND and CIFAR-100

as OOD.

Masked Contrastive Learning

We conduct ablation experiments to explore the effectiveness of the main com-

ponents in MCL. We sequentially added each component in MCL that are

CCM, SPA, auxiliary 4-way rotation task, and SEI. Tab. 3.2 reports our abla-

tion experiments, along with baseline models. For SimCLR based models, we

fine-tuned pre-trained model in two ways. One way is to use cross-entropy loss

which is traditional fine-tuning method in classification task, and the other way

is to use cross-entropy loss along with SimCLR loss (Eq. 2.4) jointly (Winkens

et al., 2020). As (Hendrycks et al., 2019a) argued, learning the auxiliary task

makes model more robust and improves AUROC but it does not improve accu-

racy.
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Figure 3.4: 4-way SEI and 8-way SEI.

Self-Ensemble Inference 1

In this part, we share our findings on SEI with its variations (average, maximum,

and weighted-average). Since we employed a 4-directional rotation prediction

as our auxiliary task, SEI is done in a 4-way correspondingly. It is also possible

to add additional 4-way SEI with a horizontally flipped image, leading to 8-

way SEI. (Fig. 3.4 provides a visual explanation.) 8-way SEI follows the same

strategy introduced earlier. The only difference is the number of augmented

image to ensemble. As claimed in previous experiments, learning the auxiliary

task alone can not improve accuracy. But with the help of SEI, we were able

to achieve performance gains in both accuracy and AUROC regardless of its

variations as can be seen in Tab. 3.3, . Moreover, the performance gain differs

depending on the aggregation method. Especially, average SEI makes the model

robust to input variation which is a commonly known benefit of the ensemble,

bringing noticeable AUROC gain compared to accuracy. Meanwhile, maximum
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Model Agg Acc AUROC
MCL + w/o SEI - 94.03 91.12

MCL + 4-way SEI
avg 94.68 93.20
max 95.97 92.30

w-avg 96.12 93.29

MCL + 8-way SEI
avg 94.74 93.37
max 96.40 92.00

w-avg 96.43 94.06

Table 3.3: Ablation studies for SEI. MCL is trained with additional 4-way ro-
tations auxiliary task.

SEI yields a significant gain in accuracy, which indicates MCL’s prediction

with high confidence score is quite precise. The weighted-average SEI absorbed

both ensemble effect and confidence gain by assigning adaptive weights to its

score. Moreover, SEI can also be used with general empirical-risk minimization

classifier. As shown in Tab. 3.1, the auxiliary task (4-way rotations) trained

classifier can achieve significant performance gain in both IND and OOD with

SEI.

Self-Ensemble Inference 2

We also conduct ablation experiments on SEI and the relationship with the

auxiliary task. We applied SEI to 3 differently trained model as follows:

• MCL without auxiliary task: MCL is trained neither with auxiliary

task nor data augmentation

• MCL with data augmentation: MCL trained with additional 4-way

rotated images without rotation labels.

• MCL with auxiliary task: MCL is trained with additional 4-way ro-

tated images with rotation labels.
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Model Acc ↑ CIFAR-100
AUROC ↑ FPR@95 ↓ AUPR (IND) ↑ AUPR (OOD) ↑

MCL (w/o SPA, w/o aux) 91.41 85.03 60.70 84.26 83.65
MCL (w/o aux) 94.35 90.49 52.69 91.28 87.58
MCL (w/o aux) + DA 92.55 90.07 54.93 91.17 87.98
MCL (w/o aux) + DA + SEI 94.70 92.08 44.94 92.92 90.55
MCL 94.03 91.12 48.16 91.80 89.24
MCL + fine-tuning 94.22 88.89 62.84 90.20 84.70
MCL + SEI 96.43 94.06 32.67 94.59 93.21

Table 3.4: Ablation study for MCL with additional OOD metrics.

AUROC
Training Method Test Acc. SVHN LSUN ImageNet CIFAR100

SupCLR 93.8 97.3 91.6 90.5 88.6
MCL (Ours) 93.1 97.9 93.8 93.6 90.8
MCL + SEI (Ours) 95.9 98.9 96.0 95.9 93.1

Table 3.5: Performance comparison between MCL and SupCLR. Models are
trained on CIFAR-10 dataset with ResNet-18.

Tab. 3.4 summarizes our extended ablation study for SEI. Applying SEI to MCL

without auxiliary task only confuses the model and undermines both IND and

OOD performance substantially, as rotated images are unseen during training

phase. If the rotated image is augmented without a label, the model performance

is degraded but the SEI shows a slight improvement. Finally, when the auxiliary

task is explicitly trained with the main downstream task, SEI shows significant

gain without any performance degradation. Such experimental results reveal

that it is necessary to additionally train the auxiliary task to use SEI properly.

Comparison with SupCLR

We compared MCL’s performance with SupCLR (Khosla et al., 2020), another

task-specific variant of CL. Table 3.5 summarizes performance comparison with

SupCLR. Since SupCLR forces all positive views to have a high similarity to

the query view, the ability to distinguish data within the same class is diluted.
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In MCL, α in CCM suppresses positive samples having too high similarity

with query view. Unlike SupCLR which does not repel positive views in a batch,

MCL also repels positive views by a small ratio α. By penalizing a small amount

α to positive views, MCL can discern each data in the same label cluster.

Such technique is analogous to the smoothing (LS) technique a widespread

strategy to prevent over-confident prediction problems in general supervised

classifiers, where α plays similar a role to smoothing-ratio in LS. As a side

note, the test accuracy can be further improved by increasing the number of

stochastic samples in the MCL or by increasing λ in SPA. However, mentioned

tactics decrease discrepancy between IND distribution and OOD distribution,

undermining the AUROC score. Since test-accuracy is not the primary concern

in anomaly detection, hyper-parameters and model components in MCL are set

to the value that shows the best AUROC performance.

3.4.3 Qualitative results

In this section, we analyze the data distribution along with several failure cases

of our model. As can be seen in Fig. 3.7, both OOD data distribution and

wrongly classified data distribution have lower scores compared to correctly

classified samples, which indicates that our model can measure predictive un-

certainty quite precisely. Furthermore, to analyze our failure cases in detail,

we conducted a case study on OOD samples with high confidence and wrongly

classified IND samples. In MCL, representation is learned based on semantic

similarity, so it is feasible to conjecture model’s decision-making process via

observing nearest neighbors of the input. For most failure cases, their predicted

label and ground-truth label (GT) belongs to the same super-class regardless

of the aforementioned failure types. For example, MCL predicts a bear (OOD)

as a dog (IND); likewise, a cat as a dog (both IND), which belongs to the same
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(a) OOD samples with high IND scores. (b) Wrongly classified samples from IND.

Figure 3.5: More results on CIFAR-10 with CIFAR-100 as OOD. GT stands for
the ground truth label. Each row shows a query image on the second column,
followed by the top 3 most similar images of train data. Quite an amount
of samples are either wrong, ambiguous, or vague. (a) Query images are from
OOD, but the model took as an IND sample and classified with high confidence.
(b) Wrongly classified samples from in-domain classification.
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(a) OOD samples with high IND scores. (b) Wrongly classified samples from IND.

Figure 3.6: Case studies on OOD samples with high confidence and wrongly
classified IND samples.

Figure 3.7: Histogram and PDF for correctly classified IND, wrongly classified
IND and OOD distribution. MCL measures predictive uncertainty quite pre-
cisely.

super-class, mammal. As a side note, few data were mislabeled, as can be seen

in Fig. 3.6.(a).(GT: Fox) Fig. 3.5 provides more case studies.

3.5 Related Work

Anomaly detection. Anomaly detection, also termed OOD, novelty, or out-

lier detection, is a research area that aims to identify anomalies by distinguish-
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ing whether the test sample is drawn from in-distribution or not. Most of the

recent methods in anomaly detection use deep-learning which can be branched

into the following categories:

Generative and hybrid models use a generative model to measure the uncer-

tainty of test data. The most common method is measuring reconstruction

error, assuming that the model learns a proper mapping function that success-

fully reconstructs normal data samples with a very small reconstruction error

(Oza and Patel, 2019; Li et al., 2018; Schlegl et al., 2017). Another methodology

is to train the distribution of the normal data so that the model can assign a

low likelihood to anomalous data (Zhang et al., 2020; Gal and Ghahramani,

2016; Malinin and Gales, 2018; Blundell et al., 2015).

Discriminative models leverage information from trained classifiers such as

maximum softmax probability (MSP), or Mahalanobis distance of latent fea-

ture. (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2017) presented the most natural baseline for a

discriminative model (classifier) which distinguishes anomalies by the predic-

tive probability (MSP) of the classifier. (Lee et al., 2018b; Liang et al., 2017)

proposed a post-processing method that adds a small adversarial like pertur-

bation on the input. (Hendrycks et al., 2019b) proposed a supervised OOD

method by enforcing uniform distribution to anomalous data. More recently,

Self-supervised Learning is spurring interest in anomaly detection, since access

to OOD data in the most real-world scenario is quite unfeasible. (Golan and El-

Yaniv, 2018), one of the earlier works to identify the potential of SSL, proposed

a simple but effective technique that aims to discriminate within in-distribution

(IND) samples through 3 auxiliary tasks. (e.g., flip, rotation, and translation)

Furthermore, (Hendrycks et al., 2019a) confirmed that using auxiliary tasks not

only helps to determine OOD samples but also helps to defend against adversar-

ial attacks. In more recent works, (Tack et al., 2020; Winkens et al., 2020) used
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contrastive learning to get well-suited representation for anomaly detection. In

(Tack et al., 2020), particularly, the performance improvement was achieved

by considering transforms known to be harmful as negative. (e.g., rotations,

cutout) Our method belongs to self-supervised learning, which exploits both

auxiliary self-supervision task and contrastive learning.

Contrastive learning. Contrastive learning is a specific framework of self-

supervised learning, which has shown impressive results in visual representa-

tion learning tasks (Chen et al., 2020a,b). Most recent work in OOD (Tack

et al., 2020; Winkens et al., 2020) report that employing CL improves OOD

performance. Our work goes further from the previous papers and proposes a

task-specific variant of CL. (Khosla et al., 2020) proposed SupCLR, another

task-specific variant of SimCLR, which is a noteworthy work. Similar to MCL,

SupCLR also leverages label information in the batch while training and shows

superior accuracy over SimCLR. Despite its performance in IND accuracy,

representation from SupCLR which is not entirely appropriate for discerning

anomalous data, as it attracts all same label views which discrepancy in each

class disappears.
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Chapter 4

A Deep Self-Supervised Anomaly
Detection for Sentences

4.1 Introduction

Natural language understanding (NLU) in dialog systems, which often formal-

izes as a classification task to identify intentions behind user input, is a vital

component as their decision propagates to the downstream pipelines. Numerous

works have achieved immense success on sundry tasks (e.g., intention classifica-

tion, NLI, QA) reaching parity with human performance (Wang et al., 2019b).

Despite their success in many different benchmarks, neural models are known

to be vulnerable to test inputs from an unknown distribution (Hendrycks and

Gimpel, 2017; Hein et al., 2019), commonly referred to as outliers, since they

depend strongly on the closed-world assumption (i.e., I.I.D assumption). Thus,

out-of-distribution (OOD) detection (Aggarwal, 2017), which aims to discern

outliers from the train distribution, is a essential research problem for ensuring

a high-quality user experience and maintaining strong reliability as the systems
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in the wild encounter myriad unseen data ceaselessly.

The most prevailing paradigm in OOD detection is to extract and score.

Namely, it extracts the representation of the input from a neural model and

passes it to a pre-defined scoring function. Then, the scoring function gauges

the appropriateness of the input based on the extracted feature and decides

whether the input is from the normal distribution. The most common rule of

thumb for extracting representation from neural models is employing the the

last layer, a simple and intuitive way to obtain a holistic representation, which

is universally utilized in broad machine learning areas.

Meanwhile, previous studies (Tenney et al., 2019; Clark et al., 2019) revealed

that the middle layers of the language model also conceal copious information.

For instance, prior studies on language model probing suggest that syntactic

linguistic knowledge is most prominent in the middle layers (Hewitt and Man-

ning, 2019; Goldberg, 2019; Jawahar et al., 2019), and semantic knowledge in

BERT is spread in all layers widely (Tenney et al., 2019). In this regard, lever-

aging intermediate layers can lead to a better OOD detection performance, as

they retain some complementary information to the last layer feature, which

might be beneficial in discriminating outliers. Several studies (Shen et al., 2021;

Sastry and Oore, 2020; Lee et al., 2018b) have shown empirical evidence that in-

termediate representations are indeed beneficial in detecting outliers. Precisely,

they attempted to utilize middle layers via naïvely aggregating the individual

result of every single intermediate feature explicitly .

Although previous studies have shown the potential of intermediate layer

representations in OOD detection, we confirmed that the aforementioned naïve

ensemble scheme spawns several problems: (Fig. 4.1 illustrates OOD perfor-

mance of the layer-wise and their explicit ensemble in two different datasets.)

The first problem we observed is that the ensemble result (red bar) nor the last
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Figure 4.1: Layer-wise and explicit ensemble (Shen et al., 2021) performance

of baseline BERT. Explicit ensemble sometimes lead to worse AUROC (higher

the better) than using a well-performing single layer representation, depending

on the setting. Detailed explanations about setting and baseline model are

elaborated in Sec.4.4.2 and Sec.4.4.3 individually.

layer can not guarantee the best performance among the entire layer depending

on the setting. Such a phenomenon raises the necessity for a more elaborate

approach of deriving a more meaningful ensemble representation from various

representations rather than a current simple summation or selecting a single

layer. Secondly, even when this explicit ensemble gives a sound performance, it

requires multiple computations of the scoring function by birth. Thus, explicit

ensemble inevitably delays the detecting time, which is a critical shortcoming

in OOD detection, as swift and precise decision-making is the cornerstone in

this area.

To remedy the limitations of the explicit ensemble schemes, we propose

a novel framework dubbed Layer-agnostic Contrastive Learning (LaCL). Our

framework is inspired by the foundation of an ensemble, which seeks a more

calibrated output by combining heterogeneous decisions from multiple models
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(Kuncheva and Whitaker, 2003; Gashler et al., 2008). Specifically, LaCL regards

intermediate layers as independent decision-makers and assembles them into a

single vector to yield a more accurate prediction: LaCL makes middle-layer rep-

resentations richer and more diverse by injecting the advantage of contrastive

learning (CL) into intermediate layers while suppressing inter-layer represen-

tations from being similar through additional regularization loss. Then, LaCL

assembles them into a single ensemble representation implicitly to circumvent

multiple computations of the scoring function.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in 9 different OOD sce-

narios where LaCL consistently surpasses other competitive works and their

explicit ensemble performance by a significant margin. Moreover, we conducted

an in-depth analysis of LaCL to elucidate its behavior in conjunction with our

intuition.

4.2 Related Work

OOD detection. Methodologies in OOD detection can be divided into super-

vised (Hendrycks et al., 2019b; Lee et al., 2018a; Dhamija et al., 2018) and

unsupervised settings according to the presence of training data from OOD.

Since the scope of OOD covers nigh infinite space, gathering the data in the

whole OOD space is infeasible. For this realistic reason, the most recent OOD

detection studies generally discriminate OOD input in an unsupervised manner,

including this work. Numerous branches of machine learning tactics are em-

ployed for unsupervised OOD detection: generating pseudo-OOD data (Chen

and Yu, 2021; Zheng et al., 2020), Bayesian methods (Malinin and Gales, 2018),

self-supervised learning based approaches (Moon et al., 2021; Manolache et al.,

2021; Li et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2021; Zeng et al., 2021; Zhan et al., 2021),
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and novel scoring functions which measure the uncertainty of the given input

(Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2017; Lee et al., 2018b; Liu et al., 2020; Tack et al.,

2020).

Contrastive learning & OOD detection. Among the numerous approaches

mentioned, contrastive learning (CL) based methods (Chen et al., 2020a; Zbon-

tar et al., 2021; Grill et al., 2020) are recently spurring predominant interest in

OOD detection research. The superiority of CL in OOD detection comes from

the fact that it can guide a neural model to learn semantic similarity within

data instances. Such property is also precious for unsupervised OOD detec-

tion, as there is no accessible clue regarding outliers or abnormal distribution.

Despite its potential, CL has been utilized in the computer vision field (Cho

et al., 2021; Sehwag et al., 2021; Tack et al., 2020; Winkens et al., 2020) in the

early works due to its high reliance on data augmentation. However, now it is

also widely used in various NLP applications with the help of recent progress

(Li et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2021a; Kim et al., 2021; Carlsson et al., 2020; Gao

et al., 2021b; Sennrich et al., 2016). Specifically, Li et al. (2021) verified that

CL is also helpful in the NLP field, and Zhou et al. (2021); Zeng et al. (2021)

redesigned the contrastive-learning objective into a more appropriate form for

OOD detection.

Potential of intermediate representation. The leading driver of the recent

upheaval in NLP is the pre-trained language model (PLM), such as BERT

(Devlin et al., 2019) and GPT (Radford et al., 2018), which trains a large-scale

dataset on a transformer-based architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017). Numerous

studies attempted to reveal the role and characteristics of each layer in PLMs

and verified that diverse information is concealed in the middle layer, which

is now a pervasive notion in the machine learning community. For instance,

Tenney et al. (2019) showed that the different layers of the BERT network could
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resolve syntactic and semantic structure within a sentence. Clark et al. (2019)

proposed an attention-based probing classifier leveraging syntactic information

in the middle layer of BERT. Several studies (Shen et al., 2021; Sastry and Oore,

2020; Lee et al., 2018b) have shown the potential of intermediate representations

in OOD detection by explicitly aggregating the individual result of every single

intermediate feature.

4.3 Layer-agnostic Contrastive Learning

4.3.1 Intuition

The prime objective of our framework is to assemble rich information in the

entire layers into a single ensemble representation to derive a more reliable

decision. Inspired by the foundation of ensemble learning, which seeks better

predictive performance by combining the predictions from multiple models, we

regard each intermediate layer as an independent model (or decision maker). To

make each layer a better decision-maker, LaCL injects a sound representation

learning signal (i.e., supervised contrastive learning) to the entire layer by train-

ing objective function in a layer-agnostic manner to engage every layer more

directly. Additionally, we propose correlation regularization loss (CR loss) which

decorrelates a pair of strongly correlated adjacent representations to encourage

each layer to learn layer-specialized representations from complementary in-

formation of each layer. Then, the global compression layer (GCL) implicitly

assembles various features in each layer into a single calibrated ensemble rep-

resentation . In the following subsections, we explain the components of our

model in detail.
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4.3.2 Global Compression Layer

The global compression layer (GCL) is a two-layer MLP that is directly con-

nected to entire layers to assemble intermediate representations into a single

representation z. GCL can be viewed as a particular type of projection head

in contrastive learning. By linking the projection head to the entire layer, GCL

facilitates layer-agnostic training to engage every middle layer in a training

objective directly.

The process of extracting the final latent vector z with GCL is as follows:

(The batch index term b is omitted for brevity from now.)

First, each layer l (l ∈ |L|, where |L| refers to the cardinality of the layers)

in PLM, outputs token embeddings H l = [hl
1,h

l
2, · · · ,hl

len(x)] for sentence x.

Then we combine token embeddings H l into a single vector hl = pool(H l) by

applying the pooling function (i.e., mean pooling). Lastly, GCL receives the

pooled token embedding of each layer hl (where, hl ∈ R|D|) as an input and

outputs compact low-dimensional representation cl (where, cl ∈ R|D|/|L|). And

we concatenate all compact representations cl to generate a single sentence

representation z from x:

z(x) = [c1 ⊕ c2 ⊕ c3 ⊕ · · · ⊕ c|L|], (4.1)

where ⊕ indicates concatenation and z ∈ R|D|.

LaCL trains the SCL loss with the final representation from GCL z, which

inheres information from entire layers.

4.3.3 Correlation Regularization Loss

The correlation regularization (CR) loss restrains a pair of features from each

adjacent layer from being similar, following the intuition of an ensemble where

its performance boost springs from various decisions (Kuncheva and Whitaker,
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2003; Gashler et al., 2008). Specifically, it encourages adjacent layers to activate

different dimensions given the same input. First, we define the correlation in

the dimension d of the adjacent layer (l and l + 1) as follows:

cor d
(l,l+1) =

∑
b c

l
b,d · c

l+1
b,d√∑

b(c
l
b,d)

2
√∑

b(c
l+1
b,d )2

. (4.2)

where d indicates the index of hidden embedding dimension (d ∈ |D|/|L|, where

cl ∈ R|D|/|L|) and b refers to a data index of the augmented batch B̄.

Then, the CR loss selects a strongly correlated dimension set S by picking

the dimensions that exceed the pre-set margin value m and decorrelates set S

iterating over every adjacent layer:

S = {d ∈ |D| : cor d
(l,l+1) ≥ m}

LCR =
∑
l

∑
d∈S

cor d
(l,l+1). (4.3)

Finally, the overall loss term for LaCL can be described as follows:

LLaCL = LSCL + λ1LCR, (4.4)

where λ1 denote weights for CR loss.

4.3.4 Classification & OOD Scoring

Since there is no task-specific final layer (i.e., classification layer for cross-

entropy loss) in LaCL, classification and anomaly detection are conducted via

a cosine similarity scoring function (Tack et al., 2020). Employing the cosine

similarity scoring function in LaCL is straightforward and shows good compat-

ibility, as the model trained with contrastive learning can measure meaningful

cosine similarity between data instances.

For input x, we first extract the implicit ensemble representation z(x) and

find the nearest neighbor instance xnn, i.e., maxnn sim(z(x), z(xnn)), from the
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training dataset. Then we classify label of x as the label of the nearest neighbor

ynn. And for the OOD detection, we use the similarity between input and its

nearest neighbor as follows:

Score(x) = sim(z(x), z(xnn)) (4.5)

Finally, we decide whether the input x is outlier or not through following

the binary decision function Iδ:

Iδ(x) =

 IND Score(x) ≥ δ

OOD Score(x) < δ,
(4.6)

where δ denotes anomaly threshold, usually obtained from a score of the training

instance which is in the boundary of the pre-set true positive rate.

4.3.5 Augmentation for Contrastive Learning

Augmentation is a crucial factor in CL that directly influence the model per-

formance. To find the most effective data augmentation for OOD, we carefully

select six data augmentation tactics for contrastive learning: back-translation

(BT) (Li et al., 2021), dropout (DO) (Gao et al., 2021b), token cutoff (Yan et al.,

2021; Shen et al., 2020), random span masking (RSM) (Liu et al., 2021a), and

token shuffling (Lee et al., 2020):

Back-Translation is a method of translating a raw sentence into another

language and then re-translating it back into the same language. Precisely, we

translate raw sentence into german and re-translate it back into english utilizing

’transformer.wmt19.en-de.single_model’, ’transformer.wmt19.de-en.single_model’

from fairseq (Ott et al., 2019). In order to avoid the BT sentence from being

completely identical to the original sentence, we generated top-5 sentences and

sampled from them after checking the duplicates.
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Dropout (Gao et al., 2021b) utilize dropout layers in transformers (Vaswani

et al., 2017) to extract stochastically different representation. Due to dropout

layer, giving the same input to the same model yields slight different represen-

tation and dropout utilize those inputs as a augmentation. Note that, dropout

is always applied by default.

Random Span Masking (RSM) first randomly select some span, i.e.,k con-

tinuous characters, in the input sequence. Then, they randomly replaced with

[MASK] token. In general, RSM is apply in one instance of the two augmented

instances, as it was proposed in the original MirrorBERT paper (Liu et al.,

2021a) In this paper, we additionally consider applying it on both side of a

pair.

Token Shuffling Token shuffling randomly shuffles the order of the input

tokens (positional embedding) in the input sequence.

Token Cutoff In token cutoff is a simple strategy that eliminates some input

tokens randomly.

As our final data augmentation tactics, we greedily combined two best-

performing augmentations, i.e., BT and RSM.

Instance 1 (t1): Raw data + RSM + DO

Instance 2 (t2): BT + RSM + DO Note that DO is always applied by

default unless the dropout probability is specified to 0 manually since it utilizes

a dropout layer inside the transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). We explain each

augmentation and report their performance in the Sec. 4.5.2.
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Dataset Avg length # Domain # Intent # Class

CLINC150 8.31 10 15 150

Banking77 11.9 1 77 77

Snips 9.05 7 - 7

Table 4.1: Dataset statistics.

4.4 Experiments

4.4.1 Implementation Details

In the following experiments, we adopt BERT-base (Devlin et al., 2019) as a

backbone of our network. We fixed the dimension of the first layer in GCL

to 1024 and the dimension of the second layer to 64 = 768/(num_layers) so

that the dimension of the concatenated vector z is 768 (BERT-base embedding

dimension). We used mean pooling as a token embedding pooling function, set

temperature τ to 0.05, CR loss weight λ2 to 1, and margin m in CR loss to 0.5.

Moreover, we set the batch size to 128 and used AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov

and Hutter, 2019) with a learning rate 1e-5 with a cosine annealing scheduler.

4.4.2 Dataset and Metrics

In order to investigate the performance of our model in many different situ-

ations, we conduct experiments on intention classification datasets. Generally,

intention classification classes are organized hierarchically, which often consist of

domains (e.g., banking, travel, reservation) and intents (e.g., banking - transfer

money, banking - check account) where one domain serve as a parent category

of multiple intents. It is much demanding to distinguish unknown intent un-

der equivalent domain than discerning unseen domain (Zhang et al., 2022a), as

the domain is a high-level concept. Considering the above facts, we carefully se-
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CLINC150 Snips

play_music PlayMusic

update_playlist AddToPlaylist

weather GetWeather

confirm_reservation

BookRestaurant
restaurant_reservation

cancel_reservation

accept_reservations

Table 4.2: Overlapping classes between CLINC and Snips dataset.

lected CLINC150 (Larson et al., 2019), Banking77 (Casanueva et al., 2020), and

Snips (Coucke et al., 2018) datasets, which comprise distinct class hierarchies

and are also commonly used in OOD detection literature.

Specifically, the CLINC150 dataset contains various domains and intents,

so it is a favorable dataset to measure overall model performance. In the case

of the Banking77 dataset, it consists of fine-grained 77 intents under a single

banking domain. On the other hand, the Snips dataset comprises seven different

domains, making each class relatively easy to discern. (See Tab. 4.1 for statistics

about each dataset.)

Utilizing the selected dataset, we measure OOD performance in 9 different

scenarios that can be categorized into the following two settings that are widely

used in OOD detection:

• Close-OOD setting (spliting dataset) refers to a setting when the

test distribution (OOD distribution) is close to the train distribution. Usu-

ally, close-OOD setting is simulated by partitioning one dataset into 2 disjoint

datasets (i.e., IND / OOD dataset) based on the class label. Since the IND and
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OOD datasets originated from the equivalent dataset, they share similar distri-

butions and properties, making the task more demanding. In our experiments,

we randomly partitioned the class labels in each dataset with three different

ratios (25%, 50%, and 75%), following the validation sets-up in previous works

(Shu et al., 2017; Fei and Liu, 2016; Lin and Xu, 2019).

• Far-OOD setting (distinct dataset) refers to a setting when the test

distribution (OOD distribution) is far from the IND train distribution. So far-

OOD is relatively easy to discern test samples from the normal distribution.

Usually, far-OOD setting is simulated by regarding the disjoint dataset as a test

dataset (OOD dataset). i.e., CLINC150 (IND) → Banking77 (OOD) or Snips

(OOD). In some scenarios, we verified that some intents belong to both IND

and OOD, so we manually removed overlapping intents before training. (Details

about removed intents in each scenario are in the Tab.4.2.) We also categorize

CLINC150 (OOD) → CLINC150 OOD split (OOD)1 as far-OOD, since previous

work (Zhang et al., 2022a) manually confirmed that the distribution of CLINC

OOD split is highly unrelated to CLINC train split.

Metrics: To evaluate IND performance, we measured the classification accu-

racy. And for OOD metrics, we adopt two metrics that are commonly used in

recent OOD detection literature:

• FPR@95. The false-positive rate at the true-positive rate of 95% (FPR@95)

measures the probability of classifying OOD input as IND input when the

true-positive rate is 95%.

• AUROC. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve

(AUROC) is a threshold-free metric that indicates the ability of the model

to discriminate outliers from IND samples.
1CLINC150 dataset has an internal OOD split dataset to measure the OOD performance.
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4.4.3 Competing Methods

Recent OOD detection methods can be divided into scoring function and model

training methods. We compare LaCL with their combinations to investigate the

effectiveness in a holistic view.

Scoring functions:

• Mahalanobis distance discerns abnormal input via class-wise density

estimation assuming the representation follows the multivariate normal distri-

butions (Lee et al., 2018b). It is a multi-dimensional generalization of quanti-

fying how many standard deviations away from the mean of the distribution.

We also cover the explicit ensemble of the Mahalanobis (Shen et al., 2021),

which is a simple aggregation of the Mahalanobis distance (D) of intermediate

representations:

Dens(x) = D(f |L|(x)) +
∑

1≤l<|L|

D(tanh(f l(x)) (4.7)

Notably, they place the nonlinear tanh layer to map the features of each trans-

former layer.

• Cosine similarity determines outliers by utilizing the similarity between

the nearest neighbor of the known instance (usually from the training dataset)

and the inferring input. Sec. 4.3.4 elaborates the details of the cosine similarity

scoring function. We also cover an explicit ensemble version of the cosine scoring

function, which determines OOD with an aggregation of cosine similarity of

intermediate representations analogous to Eq. 4.7 but without tanh function in

the last term.

Training methods: We set a cross-entropy loss trained model and a sigmoid

based 1-vs-rest classifier (Shu et al., 2017) as a baseline model. Additionally,

we compare our method with 6 recent CL based methods (Gao et al., 2021b;

Liu et al., 2021a; Yan et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2022a; Zhou
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BERT-base
IND : CLINC split (50%) → OOD : CLINC split (50%)

ACC Cosine-single Cosine-ENS Mahalanobis-single Mahalanobis-ENS
FPR@95 ↓ AUROC ↑ FPR@95 ↓ AUROC ↑ FPR@95 ↓ AUROC ↑ FPR@95 ↓ AUROC ↑

Baseline 96.74±0.36 38.97±2.88 92.10±0.53 37.18±0.46 92.39±0.27 39.33±1.31 91.74±0.22 40.14±0.33 91.05±0.39

DOC (Shu et al., 2017) 95.68±0.32 48.19±1.72 89.81±0.40 42.11±1.22 90.79±0.26 48.02±1.24 89.61±0.43 46.87±1.45 89.45±0.35

ConSERT (Yan et al., 2021) 97.42±0.26 35.68±1.31 93.36±0.45 31.56±1.42 93.08±0.26 34.35±1.66 93.34±0.51 34.40±1.01 92.23±0.45

SimCSE (Gao et al., 2021b) 96.79±0.26 40.65±0.64 92.11±0.45 36.05±1.16 92.32±0.07 39.70±0.48 92.27±0.45 38.92±1.62 91.02±0.26

MirrorBERT (Liu et al., 2021a) 97.60±0.30 34.22±0.92 93.75±0.28 30.49±1.49 93.38±0.22 33.86±1.63 93.82±0.29 33.92±1.17 92.77±0.31

Li et al. (2021) 97.31±0.20 36.10±1.59 93.02±0.44 32.84±1.79 92.82±0.33 35.14±1.46 92.98±0.51 36.38±1.34 91.64±0.62

Zhou et al. (2021) 96.56±0.24 36.10±2.43 93.15±0.53 39.22±1.01 92.46±1.11 35.62±3.34 93.21±0.39 40.34±1.39 92.02±0.94

Zeng et al. (2021)⋆ 96.47±0.44 45.30±3.07 90.01±0.42 - - 45.09±2.15 89.34±0.39 - -
LaCL (ours) 98.04±0.11 26.59±1.27 94.93±0.15 30.81±1.62 93.77±0.21 28.03±1.15 94.49±0.53 37.40±1.51 92.07±0.26

IND : Banking split (50%) → OOD : Banking split (50%)
Baseline 94.61±0.74 55.56±1.80 88.64±0.31 52.52±2.78 90.57±0.29 56.22±2.19 88.62±0.18 60.49±4.75 87.16±0.70

DOC (Shu et al., 2017) 94.50±0.19 59.49±1.10 86.98±0.60 52.48±3.45 89.66±0.37 60.54±0.64 86.75±0.83 57.69±1.54 87.51±0.55

ConSERT (Yan et al., 2021) 94.91±0.20 50.09±4.34 90.18±0.35 46.33±2.02 91.30±0.10 53.08±3.61 89.75±0.92 58.82±1.03 88.23±0.37

SimCSE (Gao et al., 2021b) 94.83±0.47 54.23±2.03 90.27±0.76 46.01±1.90 91.34±0.32 52.78±2.64 90.08±0.82 59.72±2.99 87.88±0.79

MirrorBERT (Liu et al., 2021a) 95.29±0.47 48.55±0.81 90.81±0.26 43.67±0.79 91.58±0.20 48.70±2.25 90.53±0.21 55.75±1.64 88.59±0.06

Li et al. (2021) 95.42±0.36 46.33±2.48 91.33±0.22 42.91±1.19 91.95±0.23 45.68±2.66 91.12±0.15 57.48±1.16 89.02±0.07

Zhou et al. (2021) 93.82±0.69 52.86±4.07 89.43±0.18 55.28±2.11 88.94±1.47 55.15±2.04 88.86±0.21 58.67±2.39 87.60±1.32

Zeng et al. (2021)⋆ 93.37±0.09 56.91±2.61 83.12±0.88 - - 57.37±1.67 82.50±0.90 - -
LaCL (ours) 95.51±0.27 35.71±0.61 92.86±0.16 42.67±1.67 91.58±0.11 47.73±7.12 89.88±1.21 69.00±0.60 83.66±0.94

⋆ freezes the parameters of BERT, so we omitted ensemble evaluation.

Table 4.3: IND / OOD performance of each model 3 different settings on close-
OOD setting. The best performance in each method is indicated in bold and
the global best is underlined.

et al., 2021): Precisely, Gao et al. (2021b); Liu et al. (2021a); Yan et al. (2021)

suggest a general CL framework, while Li et al. (2021); Zhang et al. (2022a);

Zhou et al. (2021) introduce CL for OOD detection, which redesigns the loss

function to maximize the discrepancy between IND and OOD.

For unsupervised CL methods, we train them with the cross-entropy loss

additionally to give a signal about training distribution as in OOD specific

frameworks. We extract the mean-pooled representation of the last layer fea-

tures for all methods and pass it to a scoring function. On the other hand,

LaCL exploits an implicit ensemble representation z from GCL.

4.4.4 Main Results

This section reports the performance of LaCL with other competing methods

in two different settings. Tab. 4.3 summarizes IND and OOD performance in

close-OOD scenarios when the split ratio is 50% and Tab. 4.4 summarizes IND

and OOD performance in three far-OOD scenarios. Performance report with
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BERT-base
IND : CLINC → OOD : CLINC internal OOD

ACC ↑ Cosine-single Cosine-ENS Mahalanobis-single Mahalanobis-ENS
(IND) FPR@95 ↓ AUROC ↑ FPR@95 ↓ AUROC ↑ FPR@95 ↓ AUROC ↑ FPR@95 ↓ AUROC ↑

Baseline 95.62±0.39 12.13±1.63 97.50±0.14 10.20±0.53 97.84±0.04 12.67±0.83 97.32±0.22 11.23±0.40 97.61±0.09

Shen et al. (2021)† 96.66 - - - - 10.88 97.43 10.12 97.77
DOC (Shu et al., 2017) 94.69±0.48 19.23±1.34 96.63±0.12 11.47±1.59 97.62±0.05 19.07±1.07 96.65±0.11 16.73±0.67 97.07±0.13

ConSERT (Yan et al., 2021) 96.21±0.09 11.00±0.72 97.61±0.10 8.37±0.15 98.00±0.05 10.33±0.76 97.67±0.12 9.60±0.46 97.78±0.13

SimCSE (Gao et al., 2021b) 95.80±0.30 12.50±0.10 97.60±0.14 8.80±0.20 97.96±0.02 11.63±0.21 97.65±0.10 10.50±0.50 97.67±0.03

MirrorBERT (Liu et al., 2021a) 96.50±0.15 10.33±0.61 97.78±0.04 8.40±0.17 98.09±0.06 9.60±0.17 97.82±0.03 8.67±0.40 97.94±0.04

Li et al. (2021) 96.08±0.19 11.03±0.65 97.68±0.12 8.90±0.36 98.01±0.16 10.27±0.55 97.70±0.11 9.33±0.64 97.81±0.14

Zhou et al. (2021) 95.28±0.27 10.93±0.74 97.65±0.15 9.60±0.28 97.67±0.18 10.43±0.90 97.66±0.18 10.80±0.71 97.51±0.37

Zeng et al. (2021)⋆ 94.58±0.58 19.87±1.51 96.43±0.18 - - 23.40±1.97 95.75±0.20 - -
LaCL (ours) 96.96±0.39 6.67±0.51 98.27±0.16 7.43±0.06 98.15±0.07 8.30±0.61 98.00±0.17 12.33±0.12 97.31±0.11

IND : CLINC → OOD : Banking
Baseline 96.67±0.13 13.10±1.61 97.42±0.17 10.69±0.77 97.62±0.11 13.85±1.66 97.17±0.10 12.28±0.48 97.54±0.06

ConSERT (Yan et al., 2021) 96.74±0.33 10.71±2.58 97.83±0.36 9.96±1.73 97.64±0.18 9.53±2.44 98.02±0.33 9.59±2.35 97.78±0.26

SimCSE (Gao et al., 2021b) 96.55±0.07 12.19±2.14 97.69±0.38 10.01±2.17 97.66±0.33 10.94±2.50 97.79±0.42 10.80±2.69 97.61±0.41

MirrorBERT (Liu et al., 2021a) 97.00±0.10 9.29±1.19 98.04±0.28 9.63±1.37 97.76±0.18 8.47±1.42 98.14±0.27 9.75±0.88 97.90±0.23

DOC (Shu et al., 2017) 95.32±0.32 19.55±3.25 96.75±0.51 13.45±2.51 97.37±0.36 18.27±3.77 96.87±0.50 16.74±3.95 97.12±0.59

Li et al. (2021) 96.58±0.10 12.09±2.12 97.68±0.30 9.92±2.05 97.62±0.30 10.34±1.62 97.87±0.22 10.63±1.87 97.62±0.25

Zhou et al. (2021) 96.31±0.34 11.08±1.00 97.79±0.12 10.15±1.40 97.86±0.32 8.40±1.53 98.09±0.09 8.67±2.53 98.11±0.46

Zeng et al. (2021)⋆ 95.20±0.25 22.39±4.09 95.87±0.43 - - 23.06±3.32 95.64±0.38 - -
LaCL (ours) 96.90±0.49 4.86±0.15 98.57±0.06 9.05±1.09 97.79±0.12 12.19±4.72 97.51±0.67 11.23±0.96 97.44±0.14

IND : CLINC → OOD : Snips
Baseline 95.83±0.08 27.10±1.44 96.11±0.03 11.54±1.08 97.65±0.16 20.33±0.98 96.68±0.19 11.54±0.33 97.82±0.12

DOC (Shu et al., 2017) 94.34±0.21 29.08±3.75 95.71±0.59 18.46±4.30 96.86±0.62 27.29±3.23 95.99±0.52 22.64±3.06 96.57±0.61

ConSERT (Yan et al., 2021) 96.14±0.24 18.20±1.87 97.08±0.25 11.10±0.87 98.00±0.15 15.93±1.81 97.42±0.26 12.97±1.15 97.92±0.18

SimCSE (Gao et al., 2021b) 95.80±0.28 20.99±3.85 96.84±0.51 10.81±2.64 97.94±0.34 15.20±4.34 97.46±0.34 10.59±2.77 98.04±0.22

MirrorBERT (Liu et al., 2021a) 96.57±0.21 18.17±2.64 97.14±0.37 10.07±1.34 98.04±0.31 14.25±2.76 97.56±0.38 10.81±1.89 98.10±0.24

Li et al. (2021) 96.06±0.24 16.96±2.53 97.24±0.17 9.85±0.94 98.09±0.22 13.19±2.02 97.62±0.22 10.26±1.77 98.11±0.19

Zhou et al. (2021) 95.09±0.43 19.20±3.20 96.87±0.39 19.01±3.85 97.00±0.45 13.59±3.47 97.57±0.34 14.39±2.85 97.59±0.31

Zeng et al. (2021)⋆ 93.72±0.16 28.77±1.09 94.75±0.13 - - 29.43±1.36 94.48±0.21 - -
LaCL (ours) 96.62±0.45 8.06±1.59 98.24±0.17 8.17±0.63 98.40±0.08 11.06±0.92 98.02±0.11 11.36±0.64 98.11±0.05

⋆ freezes the parameters of BERT, so we omitted ensemble evaluation.
† performance report from original paper.

Table 4.4: IND / OOD performance of each model 3 different settings on far-
OOD setting. The best performance in each method is indicated in bold and
the global best is underlined.

the remaining ratios, i.e., 25%, and 75%, are in Tab. 4.5. We report the average

and standard deviation of 5 trials as a model performance for reproducibility.

From the results, we verified that LaCL with a cosine scoring (single) func-

tion consistently surpasses other methods significantly. We also confirmed that

most methods (excluding LaCL) exhibit better performance with the explicit

ensemble methods, indicating the potential of intermediate representations in

OOD detection, as suggested in past studies (Shen et al., 2021; Sastry and

Oore, 2020; Lee et al., 2018b). However, the performance of LaCL degrades

with the explicit ensemble evaluations, proving that our ensemble method can

gather more distinctive and calibrated information from entire layers than the

naïve aggregation, and the explicit ensemble only acts as noise. It is also worth
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BERT-base
IND : CLINC split (25%) → OOD : CLINC split (75%)

ACC Cosine-single Cosine-ENS Mahalanobis-single Mahalanobis-ENS
FPR@95 ↓ AUROC ↑ FPR@95 ↓ AUROC ↑ FPR@95 ↓ AUROC ↑ FPR@95 ↓ AUROC ↑

Baseline 98.11±0.05 27.59±0.20 94.49±0.03 25.65±0.49 94.46±0.02 26.76±0.47 94.62±0.08 27.36±1.18 93.83±0.01

DOC (Shu et al., 2017) 97.28±0.05 33.95±0.66 93.24±0.02 33.56±0.54 93.58±0.02 33.78±0.54 93.24±0.01 32.67±0.29 93.03±0.02

ConSERT (Yan et al., 2021) 99.00±0.14 23.22±0.06 95.01±0.06 23.57±0.70 94.73±0.04 22.79±0.80 95.23±0.06 22.28±1.30 94.50±0.10

SimCSE (Gao et al., 2021b) 98.36±0.05 25.43±1.07 94.51±0.18 25.98±0.73 94.63±0.04 25.65±0.33 94.78±0.13 26.39±0.40 94.22±0.06

MirrorBERT (Liu et al., 2021a) 99.11±0.05 22.39±0.52 95.49±0.34 22.99±1.38 95.10±0.19 21.57±0.75 95.64±0.33 21.41±1.25 95.00±0.27

Li et al. (2021) 98.80±0.48 25.58±0.28 94.75±0.05 24.97±0.69 94.69±0.05 25.93±0.56 94.99±0.10 26.08±1.17 94.38±0.15

Zhou et al. (2021) 97.53±1.35 25.55±1.13 95.03±0.11 26.15±2.01 94.57±0.35 26.98±1.85 94.86±0.21 27.22±1.05 94.05±0.16

Zeng et al. (2021) 98.61±0.24 28.57±2.13 94.01±0.60 - - 29.48±2.41 93.72±0.50 - -
LaCL (ours) 99.09±0.14 18.03±0.66 96.31±0.04 18.80±0.55 96.27±0.08 21.18±0.69 96.16±0.18 25.94±0.32 94.99±0.14

IND : CLINC split (75%) → OOD : CLINC split (25%)
Baseline 96.52±0.42 39.58±1.36 91.42±0.04 46.00±0.77 91.45±0.18 36.33±1.54 91.63±0.09 35.33±0.18 93.24±0.01

DOC (Shu et al., 2017) 94.97±0.14 51.03±0.75 89.47±0.25 50.69±0.96 89.80±0.24 50.86±0.80 89.12±0.31 44.19±0.76 91.02±0.26

ConSERT (Yan et al., 2021) 96.70±0.21 38.44±1.00 92.35±0.22 37.67±1.04 92.13±0.16 38.97±1.17 91.31±0.35 35.42±0.92 92.88±0.15

SimCSE (Gao et al., 2021b) 96.09±0.29 40.20±1.57 91.97±0.41 40.05±1.80 91.85±0.45 37.97±0.67 91.00±0.39 35.53±0.99 92.85±0.23

MirrorBERT (Liu et al., 2021a) 96.85±0.26 36.89±0.24 93.18±0.00 38.00±0.87 93.03±0.01 35.39±1.03 92.17±0.33 32.69±0.68 93.38±0.19

Li et al. (2021) 96.76±0.10 41.06±0.10 92.70±0.07 41.00±0.72 92.52±0.07 38.58±0.84 91.76±0.10 34.61±1.54 93.04±0.07

Zhou et al. (2021) 95.72±0.62 45.53±5.89 90.70±0.94 43.75±1.80 91.22±0.05 41.91±0.63 91.48±0.26 41.75±0.68 91.94±0.40

Zeng et al. (2021) 95.65±0.36 45.64±1.98 90.76±0.42 44.61±1.48 91.62±0.37 - - - -
LaCL (ours) 97.38±0.16 26.50±0.33 95.81 ±0.14 27.72±0.72 95.44±0.06 41.70±1.04 92.02±0.35 32.53±0.24 93.98±0.12

IND : Banking split (25%) → OOD : Banking split (75%)
Baseline 97.54±0.15 34.96±1.61 93.29±0.14 34.84±1.53 93.83±0.11 35.70±1.21 93.22±0.17 38.45±2.39 92.28±0.20

DOC (Shu et al., 2017) 97.15±0.08 38.44±0.62 91.85±0.22 35.15±2.82 93.17±0.22 39.15±0.56 92.06±0.07 37.84±0.64 91.92±0.27

ConSERT (Yan et al., 2021) 97.72±0.20 26.81±0.95 94.43±0.30 29.81±2.03 94.12±0.12 26.37±2.20 94.48±0.19 38.92±1.15 92.40±0.03

SimCSE (Gao et al., 2021b) 97.24±0.60 28.29±1.83 94.98±0.12 30.07±2.41 94.25±0.17 27.64±1.72 94.87±0.17 45.23±1.52 91.87±0.15

MirrorBERT (Liu et al., 2021a) 97.72±0.42 27.11±1.36 94.90±0.16 31.11±2.44 94.11±0.11 27.13±0.93 95.05±0.13 42.54±0.60 92.36±0.05

Li et al. (2021) 97.59±0.33 27.72±1.24 95.15±0.14 27.40±2.30 94.56±0.10 26.61±0.07 95.15±0.09 38.16±1.89 92.99±0.06

Zhou et al. (2021) 95.96±2.10 32.05±3.26 92.80±0.49 34.34±0.84 92.66±0.70 32.97±1.89 92.65±0.87 36.13±0.68 92.38±0.40

Zeng et al. (2021) 95.09±2.92 44.71±6.22 89.93±2.38 - - 47.28±9.02 89.24±3.02 - -
LaCL (ours) 98.03±0.00 23.45±2.05 95.50±0.05 29.59±2.43 94.22±0.20 35.92±2.67 93.56±0.48 48.44±2.32 90.56±1.06

IND : Banking split (75%) → OOD : Banking split (25%)
Baseline 92.69±0.58 42.63±3.54 91.63±0.13 41.32±2.79 92.48±0.39 41.78±1.21 91.62±0.18 49.74±0.37 90.04±0.04

DOC (Shu et al., 2017) 91.83±0.21 51.05±3.54 90.29±1.34 42.90±5.58 92.07±0.93 51.06±3.91 89.97±1.27 49.87±5.40 90.48±1.16

ConSERT (Yan et al., 2021) 92.78±0.34 42.64±0.37 92.31±0.16 40.27±0.74 92.73±0.12 39.41±0.47 92.46±0.10 46.98±1.86 90.69±0.30

SimCSE (Gao et al., 2021b) 92.70±0.33 43.55±1.30 92.39±0.02 42.11±1.12 92.62±0.05 43.23±0.28 92.29±0.18 47.17±2.14 90.36±0.18

MirrorBERT (Liu et al., 2021a) 93.69±0.33 42.11±0.56 92.12±0.40 40.00±0.75 92.33±0.27 42.37±0.93 92.01±0.32 47.96±0.83 90.26±0.42

Li et al. (2021) 93.69±0.46 41.32±3.34 92.53±0.23 40.92±2.60 92.63±0.29 41.05±2.23 92.47±0.41 46.12±2.33 90.78±0.56

Zhou et al. (2021) 92.14±0.46 43.36±0.65 92.28±0.06 41.58±2.05 92.42±0.08 45.53±0.74 91.94±0.23 50.00±5.59 90.26±1.23

Zeng et al. (2021) 92.10±0.33 48.16±3.01 88.04±0.78 - - 52.89±3.89 86.69±0.77 - -
LaCL (ours) 94.55±0.33 35.14±2.79 93.12±0.04 38.42±1.48 91.84±0.19 41.84±1.30 92.40±0.75 60.79±0.75 85.73±0.10

Table 4.5: IND / OOD performance of each model 3 different settings on Far-
OOD setting. The best performance in each method is indicated in bold and
the global best is underlined. LaCL outperforms other methods constantly in
both IND and OOD metric.

noticing that LaCL shows good compatibility with cosine evaluation than the

Mahalanobis evaluation since the Mahalanobis evaluation assumes that the ex-

tracted representations follow a Gaussian distribution. The following condition

holds when the model is trained with cross-entropy loss, as they can be viewed

as a generative classifier (Lee et al., 2018b). However, LaCL does not utilize

cross-entropy loss, and the mentioned assumption is hardly met. Lastly, cosine

ensemble evaluation tends to perform better than the Mahalanobis ensemble

(Shen et al., 2021) counterpart in general. We conjecture that aggregating each
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(a) Close-OOD.
Banking (ratio 50%), CLINC (ratio 50%)

(b) Far-OOD.
CLINC → CLINC (OOD), CLINC → Banking

Figure 4.3: Layer-wise AUROC score of baseline and our model with cosine
scoring function. Explicit ensemble (baseline) tends to work well in relatively
easy setting (far-OOD), while it yields worse performance than best perform-
ing single representation in harsh conditions (close-OOD). Implicit ensemble
representation from LaCL outperforms other layers consistently.

result into a single one is more difficult in the Mahalanobis ensemble, as the

Mahalanobis distance is not a normalized score (ranging −∞ to ∞) while co-

sine is normalized (ranging -1 to 1). To conclude, we demonstrate that our

model can extract elaborate ensemble representation, which yields the highest

performance in various scenarios without multiple computations of the scoring

function.
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4.5 Analysis

In this section, we conduct supplementary experiments on LaCL to analyze our

framework in-depth to elucidate its behavior.

4.5.1 Layer-wise Performance

Although our model outperforms other methods, it is unclear whether LaCL can

well-assemble the information in the intermediate representations, analogous to

our initial intuition. In an attempt to give answer this question, we scrutinize

the layer-wise performance of LaCL and the baseline model. Fig. 4.3 summarizes

the layer-wise AUROC score of LaCL and baseline in far-OOD and close-OOD

settings. While higher layers tend to exhibit better performance, it is not al-

ways the case. Speaking otherwise, the last layer does not always guarantee the

best performance among the upper layers. In this situation, the explicit ensem-

ble of the baseline model conditionally shows performance gain. Namely, in a

far-OOD setting (Fig. 4.3b), the ensemble representation displays substantial

performance gain. In contrast, in a close-OOD setting (Fig. 4.3a), the ensemble

representation often yields worse performance than the best-performing single

layer. On the other hand, LaCL displays the best performances among other lay-

ers unconditionally, proving the capability of LaCL to absorb layer-specialized

information of the entire layers properly.

4.5.2 Ablation study

We present ablations on LaCL to give intuition behind its behavior and justify

our design choices.

Module ablations. We alter our model in several ways by removing some

components in LaCL to test their independent impact. Tab. 4.6 summarizes

component-wise ablations of our model in Banking 50% split setting, which is
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Components Acc ↑ Cosine
(IND) AUROC ↑ FPR@95 ↓

Baseline 95.07 88.53 55.39
+ SCL 95.65 91.68 39.55
+ GCL 95.72 92.23 37.62
+ CR (LaCL) 95.66 92.84 35.13
LaCL (variant 1) 95.72 92.51 37.34
LaCL (variant 2) 95.52 92.55 38.71

Table 4.6: Ablation study on LaCL components in Banking split setting .

the harshest condition (lowest performance) from Tab. 4.4, 4.3. While our layer

agnostic training (GCL) or regularization term (CR loss) does not statistically

contribute to the accuracy compared to applying SCL alone, they substantially

improve OOD performance.

LaCL variants. From previous experiments (Sec. 4.5.1), we verified that the

higher layers tend to yield better performance than the lower layers. So it is a

reasonable conjecture that assembling only the upper layers may render better

performance, assuming there is no meaningful information in the lower layers.

Founded on this observation, we introduce two variants of LaCL: First variant

(variant 1 in Tab. 4.6) utilize upper half layers z∗ in the inference:

z∗ = [c(|L|/2) ⊕ c(|L|/2+1) ⊕ · · · ⊕ c|L|] (4.8)

Furthermore, the second variant (variant 2) also utilizes the upper half lay-

ers z∗; however, they disconnect the lower half layers with GCL when they

train the model. To our surprise, we verified that LaCL outperforms the other

two variants, indicating that the features from lower layers retain considerable

meaningful information, regardless of their performance.

Data Augmentation Selection. This section provides in-depth explanations

about the various data augmentation methods along with their performance in

OOD detection. We investigate the effectiveness of each augmentation method
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Method Instance 1 Instance 2 AUROC FPR-95 ACC
Baseline - - 88.75 57.18 95.07
Shuffle Raw + DO Raw + DO + Shuffle 89.05 51.54 94.41
Dropout Raw + DO Raw + DO 90.35 49.23 95.2
Token-Cutoff Raw + DO Raw + DO + TC 90.55 50.71 95.2
BT Raw + DO BT + DO 91.1 48.27 95
RSM Raw + DO Raw + DO + RSM 90.91 48.85 95.59
RSM (pair) Raw + DO + RSM Raw + DO + RSM 91.75 43.89 95.26
RSM (pair) + BT Raw + DO + RSM BT + DO + RSM 91.94 42.89 95.26

Table 4.7: Data augmentaion results.

(a) Histogram of baseline model. (b) Histogram of LaCL.

Figure 4.4: Histogram of LaCL and Baseline model trained on Banking split
50% setting.

in OOD detection to select our final data augmentation combination. Tab. 4.7

summarizes the results in Banking split 50% setting. For our final data aug-

mentation, we greedily combined two best performing augmentations, i.e., BT

and RSM, which showed best performance in OOD metrics.

4.5.3 Distribution Visualization

In this section, we plot a histogram of our model and baseline model to visualize

how each model forms the IND and OOD distribution. Fig. 4.4 illustrates the

histogram with the cosine scoring function of LaCL and the baseline model

trained on Banking split 50% setting. We regard inputs as OOD when the input
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Error Type Input Text GT Prediction
Check battery health on this device OOD jump_start
Read text OOD text

Keyword Who invented the internet OOD who_made_you
over reliance Where can i find cheap rental skis nearby OOD car_rental

Search up someone who plays in a movie OOD play_music
What oil is best for chicken OOD oil_change_how
What is harry’s real name OOD change_user_name
Give me the weather forecast for today OOD weather
I need you to order a new pair of eyeglasses for me OOD order

Mislabeled Tell me something about linkin park OOD fun_fact
What’s my current electric bill OOD bill_balance
Order me a book of stamps and envelopes OOD order

Table 4.8: Examples of OOD test samples misclassified as IND. The keywords
that cause over-reliance are in bold. GT stands for the ground-truth label.

Error Type Input Text GT Prediction
I apprecaite the help from you thank_you OOD
tell me how to spent frightened spelling OOD

Misspelling I appeciate it thank_you OOD
How much is alorie intake calories OOD
Give me restaurant reccomendations restaurant_suggestion OOD
10-4 yes OOD

Nonstandard Is it ok to use oil spray instead of canola oil ingredient_substitution OOD
/ What’s your bday how_old_are_you OOD

Uncommon This charge is bs report_fraud OOD
Ya yes OOD
Tell fred that i don’t have his guitar text OOD

Absence Did i stick to my dinner budget spending_history OOD
of Do i overspend when it comes to fast food spending_history OOD

keywords I want to tell susan that the meeting has been cancelled text OOD
That’s all i need, i’m going now goodbye OOD

Table 4.9: Examples of IND test samples misclassified as OOD. Words related
to their error type are highlighted in bold.

score is lower than the threshold δ, where δ is a preset threshold when TPR

is at 95%, as stipulated in FPR-95%. To our surprise, both models have the

ability to discriminate IND-wrong (yellow line) from IND-right answer (blue

line), meaning can output high uncertainty for inputs that are likely to be

wrong. On the other hand, LaCL forms a much clearer decision boundary and

measures more precisely predictive uncertainty for OOD inputs (green line).
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4.5.4 Case study

In this section we elaborate detailed case study on LaCL trained and tested

on CLINC150 setting. Following previous experiment in the paper, we regard

inputs as OOD when the the input cosine score is lower than the threshold δ,

where δ is a preset threshold when TPR is at 95%, as stipulated in FPR-95%.

To further investigate our error cases, we categorized the error cases into two

classes: OOD inputs, misclassified as IND, and IND inputs, misclassified as

OOD.

OOD inputs, misclassified as IND occurs when LaCL predicts a high con-

fidence for OOD input. Example cases for this error are shown in Tab. 4.8.

There are many controversial variation in this error in this case; however, they

contain keywords or phrases that are highly relevant to the wrongly predicted

IND intent, meaning they tend to learn some shortcuts (Geirhos et al., 2020)

from the train set as mentioned in the paper. The fact that fine-tuned classifier

learns some shortcuts from the train set is a well-known problem, and there are

previous works (Moon et al., 2021). As a side note, few data were mislabeled,

as can be seen in Tab. 4.8.

IND inputs, misclassified as OOD occurs when LaCL predicts a low confi-

dence for IND input. Example cases for this error are summarized in Tab. 4.9.

We sort the error cases into 3 groups: Misspelled words (typos), Nonstandard

words (e.g., acronyms, slangs), and absence of keywords.

The examples in first error case occurs when the words heavily related to

the intent are misspelled. Interesting part is that even though the model assigns

low score to this type of errors, it predicts the true intent correctly. The second

error type happens when nonstandard words appear. We believe that these er-

rors are caused by the PLM not having semantics for those abnormal tokens.
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Lastly, final error case arises when the intent-specific words are absent in the

sentence. Namely, LaCL suffers when the input sentence comprises the words

that are not commonly used, although their semantic is roughly the same. This

phenomenon is another example of the prominence of keyword over reliance.

However, learning shortcut is natural phenomenon surmising the following ex-

ample: The train data in the ’text ’ intent, the word text appears in 96 out of

100 sentences. As a side note, few data were mislabeled similar to previous error

cases.

Summary of PART I

In this part of the dissertation, proposes two self-supervised learning based

frameworks for two most common input types (i.e., images and sentences).

In Chapter 3, we propose a novel training method called masked contrastive

learning (MCL) and an inference method called self-ensemble inference (SEI).

MCL can shape class-conditional clusters by inheriting advantages of CL and

SEI fully leverages trained features from auxiliary self-supervised tasks in the

inference phase. By combining our methods, our model reaches the new state-

of-the-art performance in unsupervised image anomaly detection. And Chapter

4, we propose a novel framework called LaCL to improve OOD detection by

leveraging intermediate representations. Our framework seeks a more calibrated

output by combining layer-specialized representations from each layer via a

layer-agnostic training scheme and novel regularization loss. Through extensive

experiments and ablations, we have demonstrated the potential of intermediate

representations in OOD detection and the effectiveness of our framework, which

significantly outperforms other existing works.

While we confirmed the superiority of our frameworks among other compet-
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ing methods in respective domains (i.e., CV and NLP), the proposed methodol-

ogy can be used in more universal situations. For instance, MCL can substitute

for contrastive learning when the data label is available regardless of the field,

and LaCL can also be applied to every architecture that stacks identical neu-

ral modules hierarchically. In particular, CNN-based CV architectures (e.g.,

ResNet (He et al., 2016), Efficient-Net (Tan and Le, 2019)) are well known

for capturing fine-grained features at the lower layers and coarse-grained fine-

grained features at the higher ones, which have sufficient background reasons

for the perfect compatibility of LaCL in CV. In future work, we plan to cross-

apply our methods in other fields to investigate their potential and unify them

to achieve better performance.
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Part II: Exploiting Large
Pre-trained Models for Anomaly
Detection (Chapter 5 & 6)

Recently, we have witnessed a series of notable improvements from scaling the

pre-trained models, where several cutting-edge models obtain intriguing extra

functionalities in addition to the high performance on downstream tasks. De-

spite the aforementioned breakthrough, even very recent DAD studies (Cho

et al., 2022; Shen et al., 2021) are still limited to relatively small pre-trained

models, which naturally begs the question: How do large-scale PLMs cope with

outliers? In this regard, Part II of this dissertation (Chapter 5 & 6) primar-

ily focuses on exploiting the large-scale pre-trained model for DAD in natural

language. To shed some light on our research objective, Chapter 5 first ana-

lyzes the anomaly detection capability of the billion-scale pre-trained language

models (PLMs) from various perspective and share some intriguing findings and

their limitations. To address the limitations of the previous analyses, Chap-

ter 6 proposes a novel transferring method termed prompt-augmented linear

probing (PALP) that can leverage large PLMs without any internal access

or adaptation of PLMs. Before getting into the details, we introduce some re-

cently proposed novel transfer learning methods frequently used in this part of
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<latexit sha1_base64="NcTUGtKAsAuBKNfwWZchsIITvEU=">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</latexit>

Wq
<latexit sha1_base64="z//vZH7RQubFOpqqKAo3z2PpQiQ=">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</latexit>

Wv
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Q
<latexit sha1_base64="KlaJyQsf+oAKCHdBZBZNC7UDJWc=">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</latexit>

K
<latexit sha1_base64="OubIjhv3uULFOy4JmrKiHwOyWrg=">AAA1pHiclVtbd9vKdVbSpE2UpD1pH/OCFdmN2yVrWT7HTVaeogt1sagrqYt96OMFgpsgLNyEGUKkWPa5j31t/1n/TfbMYLD3gJDPitayhPm+PYO5fDP7IwgP8zgS8s2b///JT//uZz//+3/4xS/Xf/Xr3/zjP33z23++Edm0COA6yOKsuBv6AuIohWsZyRju8gL8ZBjD7fB+T/G3JRQiytK+nOfwKfHDNBpHgS8RuhkMk8XN8vM3G2+23ugfb/Viu7rYWKt+Lj7/9rv/HoyyYJpAKoPYF+L77Te5/LTwCxkFMSzXB1MBuR/c+yF8j5epn4D4tNDdXXovERl546zAf6n0NMprLPxEiHkyxMjElxPR5BTYxn0/leM/fVpEaT6VkAbmRuNp7MnMU2P3RlEBgYzneOEHRYR99YKJX/iBxBlaX3+pfryzzq13utM/8vY7B8dnx/3j87Oep6n1to5s4l81DLE5TJbYhnfqF/eewPvg/AovG3uBn5trNeICxlAUURqqTo2iMhI2bByF0wJwQCk8BlmS+OloMUAwhrFcLhYDSLxXXbz+t+VyJSbAdYDCRu3pUltcEYWTurErVWiLklluY/pZ3hYxzKTMEhu0q0srcdW4fRvmPxcxtBHD5yICGxE8FzGyESMVgctwhKOL1Qg938N4tegwxk0y8nBuErcNvFbg8vvtT9jKcOxtbKtGmsOeLReDxC9CFJhfLA6O75p9wWsnBKXUDOmf75/r+wwkzKSW/qIA7L0i/mxu7LbZ0U3KSZYvBp0m23lAtvN5MSjKp4GIEu8Br8t8Ei1fKeg/8ddsZco6+VOjVq5qyQlI/+v16mqzqtroVWvkwxPOVWtX3LhcxT1z80bk7GklcqYin1YjVwNXYkY6aNROqju9amv64ak5qmaEmliEG+hMo7MGOtfovIEmGk2aKtBo2oydSiWOKXZptunZEa8E5U6Q6nsjZGQq4m38YezT3DXDVFUW1NYSYiuNIcZ7h5vzQJ915jDEkxo2vTh7hOJ1gJlsa32AO1WfVjDe2F6Yc/G/Blha6O3RVh1PgUj68ZZ3gGeskJiH1JEq1EGIvGnxwLZ40GxR0/Ixs/fceFvdVXg2yMPhVYW3tsbD1B9RlY1vN75bqbZZ17FX3/KmvtPD6Zlk8dXpwIRiOl9lFmc+WhqwE2Jq92ztXkvtK1tL58nHrE5eW/XEmLsLPTN1antmapoNTgqAZpOsvY1vV1ukWWNtf7vatp96gIugKrdMGTyYMduQ5wfttDPNcyg81Y5pplM102lrZscr/Eea90Zjr1+/9sssGnlToTJ+NPbyTIgIvZlpOo99zEhV+8/3TpmUHBNUyxgVY6pXMX/zIKuG9uqG9n60IRxzGoK2NiZWmDY0XPcIpWJp29Tr18/KBHvnx2GGpmyStIwTOdO7OuirA2VNrYx0xza109KUFby9Hw6ibuvrh0HfqbTzo5VWJhUNg6xGztSnUNNddfW1RTH1m+q9qOtfuPXtSOsbYK/V9bMdrgQHUazEGqsLtCsYoK6q9sZxlhWa1leG15dVAFL4iWPF5MgCN0LlcwI/Xuw3A0o/jkY84LO5LpKFoZYrTYKQ7RU0s6xHBLlQ1jEXUZyl2vbh1GITWeKVfhFhEgOrb8xfC2Pc0qxIsNUXA4ReLO10Fg3aJ2boMkNiApcJiBm5zIgYcBkgZuwyY2JClwmJmbjMhJjIZSJivrjMF2LuXeaemNhl4qWWcZF4kcAdi59aR3N12JkV3PS+TIX0Rln6B+mpz48ox7k6eZyF8ZKq7dRtO6W7Zi6TEZO7TE7Mg8s8EFO4TEGMcBlBjHQZSczUZabElC5TEvPoMo/EzFxmRszcZebEPLnM09IYNLsBMDNn9fFeVptkYbbScMy2Td1v7fJYROX6ap5xHB4SzPZGGRDMNkY5IpjtihIIZluiHBPM9kMZEsw2QzkhmO2Eckow2wblF4LZHijvCWYboIwJjhmcEJwwmE00n+GMYCbmMieYKbl8IJjJuCwIZhouBcGCLyrBsn1OuHRLgpluy0eCmWjLGcFMseWcYCbX8olgq9VODOo5lH6IUrToFozoWs9lMMprPZnByK/1bAajwdbTGYwQW89nMGpsPaHBSLL1jAajy9ZTGrlnz2kwCm09qcHItPWsBqPV5mltucTlEs49exKDkW7rWQxGv62nMRgRt57HYJTceiKDkXPrmQxG062nMhhht57LYNTdejKDkXjr2QxG562nMxixt57PYBT//AmNe6GIgtqhJDu0P3Zo2yS7BO8yeI/gPQbvE7zP4A7BHQYfEHzA4EOCDxl8RPARg48JPmbwe4LfM/iE4BMGdwnuMviU4FMGnxF8xuBzgs8ZfEHwBYMvCb5k8BXBVwzuEdxjcJ/gPoOvCb5m8A3BNwy+JfiWwXcE3zH4A8EfGPyR4I/PH6+u6MCojml0h+lXS49xu5zbc7k9zu273D7nOi7X4dyByx1w7tDlDjl35HJHnDt2uWPOvXe595w7cbkTznVdrsu5U5c75dyZy51x7tzlzjl34XIXnLt0uUvOXbncFed6LtfjXN/l+py7drlrzt243A3nbl3ulnN3LnfHuQ8u94FzH13Oyv6GW4jyCfTnCPzs+qauW2YpLOznWYslUwMNEkoatSdWuOuH1bPRitBPUy1cRbPAoUHInmhzggiZEm1JECErUlYdJAOi7QciZDu06UCEzIa2GoiQxSirTrIefjEI2QltJhAhE6EtBCIxmx6DkGHQdgGRlE2rQTI2SQYhS6ANASJkBLQNQITSv07+iAi2DgahVF9Wq8XWqjQIpXWd1BGhZK5TOSKUwnUCR4QSt07biLSZVNedln6cT9R667+1MMthpZnqQbwB6RMYPbCoqNhPhiNVw1wQkSUQKlz/JVgrVanUAtggIvibIBGFiaqq/xJs9Vx/S1ANZLHg/V8osdoSijWgEgp1xAa1UAK1JRTomEoozpBKKMwJlbC7rK8oyC9UQjHes7lZKBHWI18oAdoSTiabRRRfxqZkoURnSyi6Byqh4Ao2UwsltHqCFkpktoQTzaYZBVZSCcX1SCUU1oxKKKo5lVBQT8vqG2ZMvzOD69SLOqOUqxMuIpRodZpFhNKrTq6IUFLVKRURSqU6kSJCCVSnT0QobeqkiQglS50qEaEUqRMkIpQYdVpEhNKhToaIUBLUKRARSn068SFCCU+nO0QozekkhwglN53aEKGUphMaIpTIdBpDhNKXTl6IUNLSKQsRSlU6UenXJ2rk1iCUlnRSQoSSkU5FiFAK0gkIkY9sBSldDHm2SC7qbHHBskXStVtfMd1q+9eDq/aw4npmH2sV9SEV6r2LfQhivwAU1WRHnUB4R+MBxThST1AhDbJRlIbYmD+NFSLG9XWyXAj18LcH8rkGhlk8+rFmhrPlovnlpsT+mW/KdTqt2tMPr6uhSWM7U8HUL3ctRvqXexajHSD3LUZ7QHYsRrtAHliM9oE8tBjtBHlkMdoL8thitBvke4vRfpAnFqMdIbsWoz0hTy1Gu0KeWYz2hTy3GO0MeWEx2hvy0mK0O+SVxWh/yJ7FaIfIvsVoj8hri9EukTcWo30iby1GO0XeWYz2ivxgMdot8qPFjFFDIR8Wfj4xbGg//gbOp5Bwl8Gki3CPwSSNcJ/BpI6ww2ASSHjAYNJIeMhgkkl4xGBSSnjMYBJL+J7BpJfwhMEkmbDLYFJNeMpgEk54xmDSTnjOYJJPeMFgUlB4yWASUXjFYNJR2GMwSSnsM5jUFF4zmAQV3jCYNBXeMphkFd4xmJQVfmAwiSv8yGD7QQCPtsqqifrhypCJS+wSStoSe4SStMQ+oVpZL719/QXHVIDnewKkh7eOYeR1Nr0hBL7C5SQS3mM2jUcIYQk8ob8OQS85LTz1olwWY0Pq7TKY5egt9Xe89pv2Dt2RRCsOCCXNikNCSbLiiFBSrDgmlAQr3hNKehUnhJJcRZdQUqs4JZTEKs4IJa2Kc0JJquKCUFKquCSUhCquCCWdih6hJFPRJ5RUKq4JJZGKG0JJo+KWUJKouCOUFCo+EEoCFR8JrZ/PpOgGQX+w8M2TmcoaAvmCrvuRQJnGHSqhgHephMLdoxIKdp9KKKYOlVBEB1RC8RxSCUVzRCUUyzGVUCTvqYTiOKESiqJLJRTDKZVQBGdUwsU/pxIu+gWVcLEvqYSLfEUlXNwelXBR+1TCxbymEi7iDZVw8W6phIt2RyVcrA9UwkX6yO5X+a/Ke6klA75k0vgwPGjUrtZvxOLWNuim9xjJSTaVHpog7xETXQ6Fa5OAfJLjkarby1oDOnDFHoI2UdBwUaBtFDR8FGgjBQ0nBdpKQcNLgTZT0HBToO0UNPwUaEMFDUcF2lJBw1OBNlXQcFWgbRU0fBVoYwUNZwXaWkHDW4E2V9BwV6DtFTT8FWiDBQ2HBdpiQcNjgTZZ0HBZoG0WNHwWaKMFDacF2mpBw2uBNlvQcFug7RY0/BZowwUNxwXackHDc4E2XdBwXaBtFzDfhZ8fMBHJYgreNB1BEc/VG04jX/peCCkUmINUORKo9OFUJaTmG5i+eklQvahZJAtd0OlQtQpJHhURJkKnfv3+7nCuk6B+Z0TdBLNmo237OsnEl/j53b2FE3nBIy+WbZ1JshHEXxuIDqhHYkor96mCLr4WlMsoHkEVOdCFuvd1DTwmZBZMfKFeXvenMtOfq6Bweth4iTw3MXUfqyqrHRiBE2eKLXEFEnjo2DhTRC0E+smaGxz7eewHsKxfv+lWwNJ76VXX7vQ2Xjpecv/icl3B3vDpNtmrJc/tjVMzydkcN8i4WNqncS5RQLisn681qUDSGFUpGkdQNJsW2Vgm/owiLdCMw2SR6TeezKO31VbyeKpG/6SeD7jsSXfJX3c66a4s4I1fUA9Uodm+xD9+gWtfZCyyt7IAe1lJtCoogd5m8bjwE/WYavKYFWhbhT8X3ovuD29fqFd99H/8mKbmlVWR4/oL/arZiwHEMYuxj0lferuYAHHLp+rXHPc7JOqVN+WNTaMsWr1vmk1DnTO1VY4kbOrmReaNMlDNPUb3UQ6jyN9qvGSdFUmsnvQvF90f3ixbyCwFxW23cfJR13vbxuWKyVsYrYXuD4MoHct5c+vkfqEeGeOx4avN0gM8a4UfghelXppVNl/CbMvbm2RCTU+mDGAw8fbxE3EKfxDeMMvut9adhzznuTqds+LfUeNFqDuAfweb6uprgeqcNIF41d6kViuG6d/PRPRRUH31OmAMcuAPcZ/F2eOwAP9+3WCZOgRzOcdjfWAvDFPDpV/g+Cd4+K+vf/5mY7v5P5VWL27ebm3/x9b25Xcbf9mt/hfTL9Z+t/b7tVdr22t/XPvL2tHaxdr1WrD2Ze1/1v537f/e/eu77rveu2sT+tOfVHX+Zc35effDXwGeE8xi</latexit>

V
<latexit sha1_base64="AT6P8x3Kl5nUNb4KJfv6uPvvug0=">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</latexit>

Pk
<latexit sha1_base64="WKJQjf2/zuXccs8ngPmyh3ZZTIk=">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</latexit>

Pv

<latexit sha1_base64="AT6P8x3Kl5nUNb4KJfv6uPvvug0=">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</latexit>

Pk
<latexit sha1_base64="WKJQjf2/zuXccs8ngPmyh3ZZTIk=">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</latexit>

Pv

<latexit sha1_base64="OK/j76ftHgD4RnEdISgXd3SSVms=">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</latexit>

Wdown
<latexit sha1_base64="8TUxx9D9GTwjkTMxKK44wRqiyp0=">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</latexit>

Wup

x L

Multi-Head

<latexit sha1_base64="OK/j76ftHgD4RnEdISgXd3SSVms=">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</latexit>
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of various parameter efficient transfer learning methods.

The image is from He et al. (2022)

the thesis as a preliminary.

Preliminaries.

Parameter-Efficient Transfer Learning

Parameter-Efficient Transfer Learning (PELT) is a cost-efficient transferring

method that injects and updates a lightweight module between transformer

layers while keeping the original network remain fixed. This section introduces

several PETLs, i.e., Adapter, LoRA, and Prefix-tuning (Fig. 4.5 illustrates these

methods):

Adapter inserts small trainable adapter modules between transformer layers

while keeping most parameters of the original network frozen. The adapter

module employs a bottleneck architecture that consists of 3 consecutive oper-
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ations: down-projection, nonlinear activation, and up-projection. In this work,

we attach adapter modules in two places, i.e., after the projection following

multi-head attention and after the two feed-forward layers, following original

implementation in (Houlsby et al., 2019). Also, we use relu as a nonlinear func-

tion, and layer normalization (Ba et al., 2016).

LoRA LoRA injects trainable low-rank matrices into transformer layers to

approximate the weight updates. For a pre-trained weight matrix W ∈ Rh×k,

LoRA decompose ∆W = WdownWup where Wdown ∈ Rh×r,Wup ∈ Rr×k are

trainable parameters. Specifically, we attached LoRA to query and key vector

following the original implementation.

Prefix-Tuning Prefix tuning prepends l tunable prefix vectors to the keys

and values of the multi-head attention at every layer. Following the original

implementation, we reparametrize the prefix matrix of dimension h by a smaller

matrix of dimension r composed with a large feed-forward neural network with

tanh as a nonlinear function.

In-Context Learning

In-context learning (ICL) is a brand new, training-free paradigm that attempts

to make the most use of the nature of language models to conduct a target task.

ICL promotes a language model to generate the desired output by guiding the

model with a few examples of the target task (i.e., demonstrations) plus a

set of templates tailored for the task. The figure 4.6 illustrates the underlying

mechanism of ICL.

In detail, ICL consists of two steps (Liu et al., 2022b): First, the input pre-

processing step combines the input of interest x with k-shot samples (i.e.,

demonstrations) (xi,yi)ki=1 from the training set. Then, a template function

ftemplate(·) attach pre-defined descriptions to the input ftemplate(x) or addition-
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Input:

Few-shot
Samples:

Sharp writing. positive.

Input (𝒙) Label (𝒚)

Very interesting. ?

Review: Sharp writing.

This review is positive.

Review: Awful movie.

This review is negative.

Review: Very interesting.

This review is

Sample 1:

Sample 2:

Input:

𝑓!"#$%&!"(𝑥, 𝑦)

𝑓!"#$%&!"(𝑥)

Awful movie. negative.

Pre-trained
Language 
Models
(PLMs)

positive.

Input Pre-processing

Prediction

Completion:

input

output

Figure 4.6: Illustration of ICL.

ally attach the corresponding natural language label to the templified input

ftemplate(x, y), commonly referred to as a demonstration. (See Figure 4.6 for a

graphical explanation.) For instance, the function attaches a prefix or postfix

to the original x, or it transforms yi into the form of natural language rather

than numeric numbers. In consequence, the final input for ICL, denoted as x̂,

becomes a concatenation of all the pre-processed x and (xi,yi)ki=1:

x̂ = D1 ⊕D2 ⊕ · · · ⊕Dk ⊕ ftemplate(x), (4.9)

where Di = ftemplate(xi, yi) and ⊕ refers to the concatenation operation.

Second, in the prediction phase, ICL leverages PLMs to compute the fea-

ture ĥ = e(x̂), followed by a verbalizer V : H → Y that is a reformulation

of the language model head for task-specific adaptation. It is often assumed

that the verbalizer only considers single tokens as its output candidates, which

correspond to each item in the label space Y.
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Chapter 5

Investigating the Potential of
Large Pre-trained Models as
Anomaly Detectors

5.1 Introduction

Pre-trained language models (PLM), which are pre-trained on large-scale cor-

pora using transformer-based architectures (Vaswani et al., 2017), have achieved

groundbreaking success on sundry benchmarks (Wang et al., 2019b; Rajpurkar

et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2019a), establishing themselves as the standard neural

model in countless applications. Moreover, language models pre-trained with

larger parameters on a rich volume of corpora tend to exhibit more intrigu-

ing potentials, such as the ability to capture world knowledge (Petroni et al.,

2019), generate codes (Poesia et al., 2022), and even solve mathematical prob-

lems (Henighan et al., 2020), on top of understanding linguistic knowledge (e.g.,

semantic or syntactic). To explore the apex of pre-trained language models

(PLMs), the size of PLMs is growing exponentially and has reached billions
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to a trillion (Brown et al., 2020; Chowdhery et al., 2022; Fedus et al., 2022;

Hoffmann et al., 2022).

Under these circumstances, the conventional method for transferring PLMs

to a target task (i.e., fine-tuning) is now infeasible as it entails prohibitive costs

to train and store the entire parameters of large PLMs for every desired task. To

mitigate this issue, several recent parameter-efficient transfer learning (PETL)

methods have been proposed to improve task scalability. For instance, adapter-

based (Houlsby et al., 2019; Hu et al., 2022) approaches insert small neural

modules into each layer of the PLM and update those lightweight modules in

the training phase. Inspired by the recent success of textual prompts (Brown

et al., 2020), prompt-based methods (Li and Liang, 2021; Lester et al., 2021;

Shin et al., 2020) concatenate extra tunable tokens to the front of the input or

hidden layers and update prepended soft prompts in the training phase.

Despite these breakthroughs in NLP, even very recent anomaly detection

studies (Cho et al., 2022; Shen et al., 2021) are still limited to relatively small bi-

directional PLMs (e.g., BERT, RoBERTa). Thus, how large-scale PLMs or auto-

regressive PLMs cope with outliers is uncharted territory, naturally begging the

following questions:

• Q1: Does increasing model size improve OOD detection performance without

model parameters?

• Q2: If so, does scaling the size of PLM makes the model robust enough to

utilize them without any additional process?

• Q3: Do fine-tuning and various PETL methodologies display differences in

OOD detection performance according to the size of PLMs?

• Q4: Can the OOD detection methods from previous works (usually for the

bi-directional PLMs) be transferred to auto-regressive PLMs (GPT)?

To resolve these questions, this paper investigates the capability of large
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PLMs as outlier detectors from various perspectives. Specifically, we compare

the robustness to outliers with various transfer learning techniques on several

OOD benchmarks: Full fine-tuning, LoRA (Hu et al., 2022), Adapter (Houlsby

et al., 2019), and prefix-tuning (Li and Liang, 2021) on various auto-regressive

PLMs with different sizes, i.e., GPT2-S, M, L, XL (Radford et al., 2019), GPT-

Neo (Black et al., 2021) and GPT-J (Wang and Komatsuzaki, 2021). From in-

depth investigations, we share several intriguing observations: (1) As the size of

the PLM increases, the performance improves without any update of model pa-

rameters. However, it is still challenging to use it without supervision since their

performances still lag far behind compared to the fine-tuned small PLM (i.e.,

BERT-base). (2) PETLs outperform fine-tuning with sufficiently large PLMs in

both IND and OOD metrics. (3) Lastly, leveraging the information of the last

hidden representation, which is the most prevailing method for bi-directional

PLM in recent OOD detection, does not transfer well in auto-regressive PLM,

requiring a novel representation extracting technique. We believe that these

findings will help future anomaly detection studies.

5.2 Probing OOD Robustness

5.2.1 Backbones and Models

To investigate the trend of OOD performance under varying scales of PLM, we

consider three factors during backbone selection. They should be (1) publicly

available, (2) reasonably large, and (3) share identical structures to eliminate

factors other than size. Since recent large PLMs utilize auto-regressive objec-

tives due to their computational complexity, we adopt six auto-regressive PLMs

as the backbone of our experiments accordingly: GPT2 (S,M,L,XL), GPT-

Neo, and GPT-J.
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For the parameter-efficient transfer methods, we selected two methods: two

adapter-based and one prompt engineering-based. Namely, Adapter (Houlsby

et al., 2019), LoRA (Hu et al., 2022), and Prefix-tuning (Li and Liang, 2021)

are selected for the adapter approach, which is compatible with classification

tasks, for the prompt approach. We also report the performance of linear eval-

uation, i.e., single layer perceptron (SLP) on top of PLMs, and fine-tuning,

which act like a lower-bound and upper-bound, respectively.

5.2.2 Dataset and Metrics

Dataset. We evaluate our model on two datasets, CLINC150 and Banking77,

widely used in OOD detection. CLINC150 dataset (Larson et al., 2019) con-

tains 150 class labels (15 intents for 10 domains), while Banking77 dataset

(Casanueva et al., 2020) consists of fine-grained 77 bank-related intents. Fol-

lowing the experimental settings from previous works (Cho et al., 2022; Zhang

et al., 2022a; Shu et al., 2017; Fei and Liu, 2016; Lin and Xu, 2019), we validate

our models in two different scenarios: far-OOD setting and close-OOD setting.

For CLINC dataset, we train our model with the whole training dataset and

test with an independent OOD test split from CLINC dataset, which does not

overlap with 150 classes in the training dataset. Outliers in CLINC OOD split

are distributionally far from the training distribution (Zhang et al., 2022a), so

it is relatively easy to discern. For Banking77, we partition the dataset into

2 disjoint datasets (i.e., IND / OOD dataset) based on the class label. Since

both IND and OOD datasets originated from the equivalent dataset, they share

similar distributions and properties, making the task more demanding. Thus,

we refer to a CLINC OOD setting as far-OOD and split settings in Banking as

close-OOD settings, respectively.

Metrics. To evaluate IND performance, we measured the classification accu-
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racy. And for OOD performance, we adopt two metrics commonly used in recent

OOD detection literature:

• FPR@95. The false-positive rate at the true-positive rate of 95% (FPR@95)

measures the probability of classifying OOD input as IND input when the true-

positive rate is 95%.

• AUROC. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AU-

ROC) is a threshold-free metric that indicates the ability of the model to dis-

criminate outliers from IND samples.

5.2.3 OOD Evaluation Methods

Evaluation in OOD detection is done via a scoring function, which outputs the

appropriateness of the input into a single scalar value (p). Then we compare

p with the pre-set threshold δ to determine whether the input is an outlier or

not:

Iδ(x) =

 IND p(x) ≥ δ

OOD p(x) < δ,
(5.1)

In this paper, we evaluate the performance of our method in 4 different evalua-

tion methods, which can be categorized into 2 higher branches: representation-

based and logit-based.

Logit-based approaches exploit the PLM’s prediction result extracted from the

classification layer as their primary information to discern outliers. Logit-based

approaches are simple and have their own dominance in computational cost

since it pursues OOD detection and general classification nigh simultaneously.

• MSP is a baseline method in this branch that employs the maximum softmax

probability to score the appropriateness of the given input, based on the idea

that the model will output more certain output (higher probability) to a normal
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sample (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2017):

p(x) =
efi(x)

ΣN
j=1e

fj(x)
, (5.2)

where fi(x) refer to as max value from the classification layer (max logit value).

• Energy is a variant of MSP, which calibrates logit value based on energy

function (Liu et al., 2020):

p(x) = −E(x; f) = T · log ΣN
i ef(x)/T . (5.3)

Representation-based approaches, on the other hand, employ the hidden

representation from PLM as their primary source. Since the size of the hidden

representation is larger and inheres more copious information, they generally

yield a more precise decision than logit-based approaches. However, they require

more inference time to derive a final score. We employed Mahalanobis distance-

based and cosine similarity-based methods in this branch.

• Mahalanobis distance refers to the distance between the specific distribu-

tion and the input. In OOD detection, we estimate the gaussian distribution

of the training dataset and utilize the minimum Mahalanobis distance to score

the input suitability (Lee et al., 2018b):

p(x) = (h− µk)
⊤Σ−1(h− µk), (5.4)

where training distribution is (N (µi,Σ) for i ∈ i = {1, 2, · · · , |C|}), and k refers

to a index of minimum mahalanobis distance.

• Cosine Similarity method utilizes the cosine distance between the represen-

tation of the given input (z(x)) and the nearest neighbor z(xnn) (Tack et al.,

2020):

p(x) = sim(z(x), z(xnn)) (5.5)
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(a) Performance on far-OOD setting. (b) Performance on close-OOD setting.

Figure 5.1: OOD detection performance of PLMs without updating the model

parameters.

5.3 Analysis

In this section, we share several intriguing findings and insights from various

settings.

5.3.1 OOD Robustness of PLMs without Supervision.

In this experiment, we investigate the OOD detection capability of PLMs with-

out parameter tuning. Precisely, we extract the final layer representation from

each frozen PLM and evaluate their performance via representation-based eval-

uation methods. (Logit-based evaluation methods are not used as they require

additional training of the classification layer.) Figure 5.1 summarizes the re-

sults in two scenarios (i.e., far-OOD and close-OOD). We verified the correla-

tion between the size of PLMs and their OOD detection ability, but utilizing

them without parameter supervision is roughly impossible since they still lag

far behind the small supervised methods (i.e., BERT-base with Mahalanobis

evaluation) in a barebone setting. Moreover, performance improvement from
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Setting Backbone
Evaluation Method

MSP Energy Mahal. Cosine

CLINC

Setting

GPT2-S 93.22 95.79 77.63 76.34

GPT2-M 95.41 97.63 82.42 79.82

GPT2-L 96.21 97.77 96.93 97.57

GPT2-XL 96.48 97.99 97.28 97.66

GPT-Neo 96.04 97.72 96.59 97.64

GPT-J 97.34 98.50 97.91 98.20

Banking

Split 25%

GPT2-S 90.12 91.32 75.32 73.11

GPT2-M 91.74 92.78 78.03 76.56

GPT2-L 93.02 93.45 92.44 93.41

GPT2-XL 94.29 94.95 93.24 94.10

GPT-Neo 93.83 94.85 92.79 93.88

GPT-J 94.11 95.10 93.66 94.80

Table 5.1: AUROC of each PLMs trained with LoRA adapter. Energey function

outperforms other evaluation methods consistently.

the scaling saturates in a more harsh setting (i.e., close-OOD), displaying an

unbridgeable gap with the fine-tuned model.

5.3.2 Evaluation methods for auto-regressive PLMs.

Many recent OOD works (Zhou et al., 2021; Shen et al., 2021) leverage hidden

representation-based evaluation, as they generally surpass logit-based evalua-

tions (Podolskiy et al., 2021). The reasonable conjecture behind their success

is that hidden representations have more copious information than the logit

value. However, in auto-regressive PLMs, logit-based evaluations (i.e., MSP

and Energy) outperform representation-based methods (i.e., Mahalanobis dis-

tance and cosine similarity), as shown in Table 5.1. The reasonable conjecture
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(b) Performance on close-OOD setting.

Figure 5.2: OOD detection performance of PLMs without updating the model

parameters.

for this phenomenon is due to the characteristic of the language model. Un-

like bi-directional models (e.g., BERT, RoBERTa, DeBERTa), decoder models

(e.g., GPT and its variants) do not have [CLS] embedding, which assembles

the token embeddings to capture holistic information (Devlin et al., 2019; Kim

et al., 2021). Therefore, auto-regressive PLMs generally utilize the last token

embedding as a final feature embedding replacing [CLS] embedding of encoder-

based models. While the last token of GPT is befitted for predicting the next

token, however, it cannot extract the holistic semantics of the sentence suitably,

unlike [CLS] embedding. We believe extracting a better representation through

various pooling (Wang and Kuo, 2020) methods might be a possible avenue for

auto-regressive models to improve the OOD robustness further.

5.3.3 PETLs VS. Fine-tuning

In this experiment, we investigate the performance gap between various PETL

methods (i.e., Adapter, LoRA, prefix-tuning) and model fine-tuning. To com-

pare the performance of each method under similar circumstances, we set every
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Setting Method # Params.
Backbone

GPT2

(S)

GPT2

(M)

GPT2

(L)

GPT2

(XL)

GPT

Neo
GPT-J

CLINC

(far-ood)

Linear (SLP) 0% 83.03 87.39 88.47 89.55 89.44 91.94

Fine-tuning 100% 96.84 97.71 98.24 98.33 98.01 98.41

LoRA

0.1% 95.00 96.54 97.66 97.72 98.14 97.79

0.5% 96.41 96.04 97.52 97.45 98.12 97.89

1% 96.13 95.89 97.61 97.40 98.11 98.50

Adapter

0.1% 96.62 97.52 97.74 97.71 97.81 96.80

0.5% 95.64 97.07 97.86 96.94 97.98 98.37

1% 95.79 97.63 97.77 97.99 98.12 98.50

Prefix

0.1% 95.53 96.93 96.38 97.88 90.25 98.55

0.5% 96.91 96.96 97.78 97.88 89.81 97.92

1% 96.97 97.50 97.69 97.81 88.98 98.62

Banking

split 25%

(close-ood)

Linear (SLP) 0% 72.97 75.17 80.46 77.59 86.55 89.12

Fine-tuning 100% 90.06 92.06 93.14 93.23 92.54 93.73

LoRA

0.1% 91.18 91.74 94.65 94.58 94.29 95.82

0.5% 91.16 92.98 94.54 94.04 94.55 94.65

1% 91.39 92.39 93.45 93.59 94.81 95.29

Adapter

0.1% 91.97 93.24 94.90 94.69 93.26 95.59

0.5% 92.90 92.63 95.18 95.24 93.61 95.83

1% 91.32 92.78 95.41 94.95 94.41 95.37

Prefix

0.1% 91.22 91.92 93.96 93.48 81.9 94.93

0.5% 91.85 92.55 93.84 93.34 80.82 93.99

1% 92.09 92.65 94.38 93.74 89.66 94.39

Table 5.2: AUROC of various PETL methods with various number of parame-

ters. Performance was achieved by the energy function.

PETL method to utilize a similar number of parameters sufficient enough to

reach maximum accuracy. Moreover, we utilized the energy function to evaluate

each method as they displayed the best performance among other evaluation

methods, i.e., cosine, Mahalanobis, and MSP, in the previous experiments. Ta-

ble 5.2 summarizes the results.
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From this experiment, we observed that PETL methods are more robust

than fine-tuning with reasonably large PLMs (i.e., GPT-J). Specifically, most

PELT methods on GPT-J outperform fine-tuning with proper tunable param-

eters. Nevertheless, size is not the ultimate answer. While it is clear that the

scale of a model is an essential factor in OOD robustness, larger models are still

vulnerable to close-OOD inputs. The capability to detect far-OOD inputs (far

from the training distribution) improves proportionally as the size grows, while

the ability to identify close-OOD input improves rather trivially. PLM’s vulner-

ability to close-OOD has already been reported in other studies (Zhang et al.,

2022a), and this may be related to shortcut learning (Geirhos et al., 2020) that

predicts with high probability by looking at specific words. Generating OOD

data with particular keywords or utilizing another pretext task, such as (Moon

et al., 2021), can be worthy approaches to alleviate such phenomena. A suitable

OOD approach is necessary to alleviate the aforementioned issue, as it can fur-

ther boost the robustness. We conduct additional experiments with PETLs on

three different numbers of tunable parameters: 0.1%, 0.5%, and 1% of the PLM

parameters. Figure 5.2 summarizes the results. With sufficient parameters to

reach maximum performance, there is no meaningful difference or improvement

within each methodology. Also, empirically, we confirmed that LoRA is the most

stable during learning and that prefix-tuning fluctuates severely according to

learning.

5.4 Related Work

Parameter-Efficient Transfer Learning is drawing considerable attention

lately, emerging as an alternative strategy to fine-tuning. Compared to fine-

tuning, parameter-efficient transfer methods show superiority in the number
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of trainable parameter usage while achieving performance analogous to fine-

tuning. Depending on the characteristics of the methods, parameter-efficient

transfer methods can be categorized into Adapter-based and Prompt-Engineering

approaches.

Adapter (Houlsby et al., 2019; Pfeiffer et al., 2021) refers to a lightweight

neural module injected within each layer of PLM. The structure of the adapter

generally consists of a bottleneck layer (down-projection and up-projection),

a nonlinear function, a normalization layer, and a residual connection. The

adapter has many different variants due to numerous design choices, such as

the order or specifics of each component (e.g., which normalization technique

will be used) and where the adapter will be attached. For example, LoRA (Hu

et al., 2022) inserts low-rank decomposition matrices in each weight in self-

attention (Vaswani et al., 2017) (i.e., query, key, and value).

Another line of work, prompt engineering, casts the existing task as a text

generation problem to fully leverage the capability of PLMs to predict the

appropriate word in the given sentence. This approach requires an empirical

endeavor of optimizing the prompt to maximize a PLM’s performance. Earlier

works exploit handcrafted manual prompts (Schick and Schütze, 2021a; Jiang

et al., 2020) or by providing demonstrations to PLM 1 (Brown et al., 2020; Raffel

et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2021a; Zhao et al., 2021). More recent work replaces the

manual prompt with a soft prompt (Li and Liang, 2021; Lester et al., 2021; Shin

et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021b), a machine trainable continuous vector. The soft

prompt is a more modular and versatile method that evades additional latency

in the inference phase because it detaches the additionally trained parameters

and solely employs the final output of the trained parameters as the prompt.

While former parameter-efficient transfer methods showed noticeable achieve-

1also termed as in-context learning.
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ments, their evaluations generally assume the train and test distributions are

identical (i.e., i.i.d. assumption); however, this condition is rarely satisfied in

real-world scenarios due to the diversity and volatility of user input. Conse-

quently, if the model can not correctly handle distribution-shifted malicious

input and misconceives it as an in-distribution (IND) example, it may lead to

fatal accidents.

Despite its practical importance, how large PLMs or parameter-efficient

transfer learning cope with unknown input is poorly understood. This work

aims to understand language models’ capabilities to detect outliers through

parameter-efficient transfer learning methods.
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Chapter 6

Enriching the Anomaly Detection
Ability of Large Pre-trained
Models via Prompting

6.1 Introduction

Since the emergence of Transformer-based (Vaswani et al., 2017) language mod-

els, we have witnessed notable improvements in the natural language processing

literature, even attaining human-level performance on several benchmarks. In

addition, as it becomes evident that scaling laws work for such models (Kaplan

et al., 2020), there has been a significant amount of investment in the field

to enhance them in terms of the number of their parameters—from millions

to billions—and the volume of the data they consume during training (Brown

et al., 2020; Chowdhery et al., 2022; Fedus et al., 2022; Hoffmann et al., 2022).

As a result, some cutting-edge language models become possible to obtain in-

triguing extra functionalities, such as the ability to capture world knowledge

(Petroni et al., 2019), generate codes (Poesia et al., 2022), or solve mathematical
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problems (Henighan et al., 2020), in addition to being proficient in recognizing

linguistic patterns. These anecdotes, which demonstrate the general power of

large language models, naturally raise researchers’ expectation that language

models can act as a universal, off-the-shelf solution for a range of downstream

tasks while minimizing the cost required for adapting them to a specific job at

the same time.

However, there is no free lunch; the effectiveness and generalizability of large

language models achieved by scaling come at the cost of physically serving such

gigantic neural architectures. Thus, the institutions that distribute large models

such as GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) usually pursue the strategy of providing

commercial APIs which only allow limited access to the models. In other words,

it is often the case that users cannot receive the information about the inner

workings of the models, such as gradients concerning the models’ parameters

which are crucial for fine-tuning the models for a particular purpose. Therefore,

there has been a growing interest of adapting language models in this restricted

setting, dubbed as black-box tuning (Sun et al., 2022; Diao et al., 2022).

In this scenario, especially focusing on classification, the two mainstream

paradigms are linear models and in-context learning (ICL). The former derives

the final representation from a language model and trains a simple classifier,

e.g., Support Vector Machine (SVM), Single-Layer Perceptron (SLP), and k

Nearest Neighbors (k-NN), on top of the extracted features. On the other hand,

ICL is a training-free mechanism that makes the most use of the nature of

language models. Specifically, ICL promotes a language model to generate the

desired output by guiding the model with a few examples of the target task

(i.e., demonstrations) plus a set of templates tailored for the task, where many

works have suggested that exploiting such a mechanism improved various NLP

tasks (Shwartz et al., 2020; Ben-David et al., 2022).
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Figure 6.1: Average accuracy (12 classification tasks) of various black-box trans-

ferring methods trained on GPT-J. ICL can not leverage the full train dataset

due to the length limit, and their performance saturates quickly. Our method

(PALP) is scalable with available training samples and minimizes the perfor-

mance gap between ICL in a few-shot setting. The performance of the respective

task is summarized in Table 6.3, 6.4.

Yet, it is worth noting that according to the quantity of data instances

available for training, the two aforementioned approaches have clear strengths

and shortcomings. Namely, ICL shows a remarkable generalization ability in a

few-shot setting. However, the ICL performance does not scale well with the

number of available training samples (See Figure 6.1 for details). This is because

ICL relies on the innate capability of language models, i.e., being able to predict

the next word given context, and a verbalizer, which is a function that maps

the probabilities of some tokens to the probability of each label rather than

constructing a task-specific decision maker. By doing so, ICL is equipped with
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the invaluable benefit of being free from explicit fine-tuning, but it is also a

double-edged sword that induces a scalability issue. In particular, an explicit

upper bound exists on the performance of ICL, which is determined by the

maximum length of the utilized language model.

In this paper, we show that the combination of linear classifiers and the

techniques introduced for ICL can cover the weaknesses of each method. We

train diverse linear classifiers whose representations are extracted from input

pre-processing strategies invented for facilitating ICL. Specifically, we augment

training data instances with the templates or prepend additional demonstra-

tions in front of the input of interest for better contextualization.

We validate our method with various datasets, demonstrating that it is con-

sistently superior to baselines in both the low-data and full-data settings. From

empirical experiments, we observe that exploiting templates that provide hints

about the target task or concatenating demonstrations can significantly enhance

the extracted representations from PLM, improving the classifiers’ performance

in various scenarios and reducing the gap between ICL and fine-tuning. Intrigu-

ingly, we also discover that importing the techniques directly from ICL without

care may cause the inheritance of the disadvantages of ICL, such as a substan-

tial performance variance depending on the appended demonstrations or high

sensitivity to the format of templates.

6.2 Preliminary

6.2.1 Problem Formulation

The classification task is to repeatedly make a sound forecast in new situations

on the basis of currently available information (Michie et al., 1994). In this work,

we consider classifying input sequences based on black-box tuning (Sun et al.,
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2022; Diao et al., 2022), where the parameters of pre-trained language models

(PLMs) are inaccessible. That is, PLMs only serve as an encoder function e

that delivers n-dimensional latent features h from input x. Formally, for input

x ∈ X , let the n-dimensional continuous latent features extracted from PLMs

be h = e(x), where h ∈ H. In addition, let Y = {0, 1, · · · , |C|} be a label space,

where |C| is the cardinality of the space. Then, a classifier p(y|h;θ) : H → Y

maps h to a class label y ∈ Y, estimating the probability of input x belonging

to a certain label.

6.2.2 Linear Classifiers

Linear models, such as single layer perceptron (SLP), SVM, or logistic regres-

sion, are trained by solving optimization problems concerning their parameters.

First-order methods such as gradient descent shown below are a general choice

for parameter estimation:

θt+1 = θt − η∇L(θ(t),Hbatch), (6.1)

where, L, η, Hbatch refer to a loss function (e.g., the cross-entropy loss, hinge

loss in SVM, and MSE loss in regression), learning rate, and a mini-batch

sampled from the training dataset. In this paper, we evaluate 5 different linear-

probing classification methods: k-NN, logistic regression (LR), SVM, gaussian

discriminative analysis (GDA), and SLP.

• k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) : the k-NN is a non-parametric super-

vised learning method that outputs a class membership by assigning the

most common class label among its k nearest neighbors. Specifically, we

set k to 3 and leverage euclidean distance to select nearest samples.

• Support Vector Machine (SVM) : The goal of SVM is to fine the
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hyperplane that seperates the group of data points xi with maximum-

margin:

wTh− b = 0,

where w is the normal vector to the hyperplane. We trained SVM with

linear kernel (linear) and used squared hinge loss.

• Logistic Regression (LR) : LR is a statistical model that models the

probability of each class by having the combination of log-odds from in-

dependent features:

p(y|h) = Ber(y|σ(wTh+ b)),

where σ is the sigmoid activation, w and b refers to weights and bias.

Then probability of input h belonging to class y = 1 can be written as

follows:

p(y = 1|h) = σ(a),

where Ber is bernoulli distribution, a = wTh + b usually termed as logit

which is combination of log odds from variables.

• Single layer perceptron (SLP) : SLP is a single-layer version of neural

network, which we commonly use in machine learning literature:

p(y|x) = softmax(wσ(h) + b),

where σ refers to a activation function. To train SLP, we used ReLU

activation, cross entropy loss, Adam optimizer with learning rate 15e-5.

For the training batch size, we set it to 2 for few-shot setting, and 16 for

full-training dataset.
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• Gaussian discriminative analysis (GDA) : GDA is a generative clas-

sification methods, unlike other probing methods mentioned above. Gen-

erative classifiers classify the given input via Bayes rule, while discrimi-

native classifier directly models the class posterior:

p(y = c|h;θ) = p(h|y = c;θ)p(y = c;θ)

Σc∗∈|C|p(h|y = c∗;θ)p(y = c∗;θ)
. (6.2)

Formally, they estimate posterior from the class likelihood p(h|y = c;θ)

and prior distribution p(y = c;θ). Then GDA compute the most probable

class label as follows :

ŷ(h) = argmax
i∗

logp(y = i∗|h).

= argmin
i∗

(h = µc)
TΣ−1(h− µc)

(6.3)

Meaning GDA classifies new input with the label i∗ which has closest

Mahalanobis distance (i.e., (h = µc)
TΣ−1(h − µc)). We estimate tied

(shared) covariance Σ of GDA with Ledoit-wolf shrinkage method (Ledoit

and Wolf, 2004).

6.3 Prompt-Augmented Linear Probing

6.3.1 Motivation

The primary intuition behind our method borrows from the in-context learning

ability exhibited by language models. Specifically, in-context learners benefit

from more elaborate and longer prompts (Reynolds and McDonell, 2021), al-

lowing them to carry out deeper reasoning through longer input sequences and

corresponding hidden layers.

We posit that providing appropriate guidance to the language model via

prompts (input pre-processing step in ICL) benefits not only the usual causal
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language modeling (i.e., predicting the next token) ability but also enhances

the quality of the representation for the input text. The primary goal of our

method is to extract a more distinctive representation from PLMs via crafting

a raw dataset into a more understandable form and training linear probers on

the top of the extracted representations. Specifically, we transform the dataset

in two ways:

1. We utilize a simple template that gives a brief description of input and

the objective of the task.

2. On top of templified dataset, we concatenate a single class-wise demon-

stration to an inferring input to give important cues (i.e., input-label map-

ping, label space, or distribution of the input text) (Min et al., 2022b; Kim

et al., 2022) regarding the target task.

In the following subsection, we explain the dataset reconstruction strategies for

each method.

6.3.2 Template-based Training Samples (PALP-T)

Applying a template to the input is the most straightforward and intuitive way

to enforce PLM to follow user requirements. Accordingly, we attempt to extract

more task-specific features by attaching a fixed prefix, infix (for sentence pair

tasks), or postfix, which describes a raw input into a more understandable form.

For instance, we transform sentiment analysis instance ‘very interesting.’

into ‘Review: very interesting. Sentiment:’ to provide the language model

additional indications that the input is the form of review, and the user expects

sentiment as an answer. Formally, for the training dataset Dtrain = {(xi, yi)|i ∈

m}, we convert this into Dtemplate
train = {(ftemplate(xi), yi)|i ∈ m}, where ftemplate(·)
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is a template function. Then we train linear classifiers with transformed dataset

Dtemplate
train in the exact same way as in Eq. 6.1.

In the inference time, we also have to apply the same template function to

inferring input ftemplate(xtest) in order to match the format.

6.3.3 Demonstration-based Training Samples (PALP-D)

On top of the previous templified dataset (PALP-T), PALP-D additionally con-

catenates some demonstrations to the front to maximize the capability of PLM

to learn in-context. However, unlike ICL, which attaches all available samples,

our method extracts a single representative demonstration per class (i.e., total

|C| demonstrations) and leverages them as demonstrations. Formally, let there

exists k accessible training samples per each class label:

Dtrain = {(xi
j , y

i
j)|j ∈ k, i ∈ |C|}, (6.4)

where |C| is the cardinality. Then, we choose one instance from each class and

concatenate them into one prefix τ :

x̂ = τ ⊕ ftemplate(x), where (6.5)

τ = D1⊕, · · · ,⊕D|C|. (6.6)

In this way, we can avoid atrociously lengthy input, minimizing the computa-

tional cost and enhancing the method’s scalability. Specifically, while the length

of the input in ICL is normally proportional to the total available number of

samples, PALP-D is proportional to the number of labels of the task.

Given that PALP-D does not inject complete available training samples,

the core is selecting a single meaningful demonstration that can distill PLM

sufficient knowledge to comprehend essential signs of the task, such as input-

label mapping, label space, or distribution of the input text. We hypothesize
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of selecting demonstrations in PALP-D in binary classi-

fication task. We estimate the normal distribution for each class from available

training samples and select the closest sample respectively.

that the inputs closest to the centroid of each class label can capture the most

representative information for respective classes and extract them as a set of

demonstrations P = {D1, D2, · · · , D|C|}.

In order to do so, we first estimate the normal distribution for each class

label N (µi∈|C|,Σi∈|C|) from the available training inputs and measure the dis-

tance between entire training samples and the estimated centroid through Ma-

halanobis distance:

distMahal(x, µi; Σi) = (x− µi)
⊤Σ−1

i (x− µi). (6.7)

Finally, we select samples closest to each class centroid and utilize them as

demonstrations Di = minj∈k(x
i
j , ui; Σi). (Figure 6.2 illustrates the selection of

demonstration from available training samples.)

In a few-shot scenario, we randomly permuted the order of available demon-

strations P to construct multiple prefixes τ̂ in the training phase, where τ̂ ∼

σ(P ) and σ(·) refers to a random permutation operator. By doing so, we can

generate |C|! different prefixes that can give the effect of data augmentation

and alleviate the data-scarcity problem. And in the inference phase or data-
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Task type Dataset # Class # Train # Test

Single Sentence

SST2 2 67,349 872

Rotten_tomatoes 2 8,530 1,066

Offensive 2 19,916 860

CoLA 2 8,551 1,043

Stance_atheism 3 461 220

Emotion 4 3,257 1,421

AG_news 4 120,000 7,600

TREC 6 5,452 500

Banking77 77 10,003 3,080

CLINC 150 15,000 4,500

Sentence pair

MNLI 3 392,702 9,832

MRPC 2 3,668 408

RTE 2 2,490 277

BoolQ 2 9,427 3,270

CB 3 250 56

Table 6.1: Statistics of 15 different datasets used in our experiments.

abundant setting, we attach a unified prefix τ (without random permutation)

to the front of the test input to match the format with the training samples.

6.4 Experiments

6.4.1 Experimental Setup.

Backbone. In the following experiments, we adopt GPT-J (Wang and Komat-

suzaki, 2021) as a main backbone of our experiments, with additional experi-

ments using GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019).

Datasets. To investigate the performance of each method in many different

scenarios, we utilized 15 different datasets ranging from binary tasks to multi-

class classification tasks in single sentence task and sentence pair tasks in various
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domains as follows: SST2, CoLA, MRPC, RTE, and MNLI datasets from GLUE

benchmark (Wang et al., 2019b), BoolQ, and CB datasets from SuperGLUE

(Wang et al., 2019a), stance_atheism, and emotion datasets from tweet eval

(Barbieri et al., 2020), and AGnews (Zhang et al., 2015), Rotten tomatoes (Pang

and Lee, 2005), TREC (Li and Roth, 2002), CLINC (Larson et al., 2019), and

Banking77 (Casanueva et al., 2020) datasets.

Setting & reporting methods. Our experiments cover both a few-shot set-

ting and full training data setting. As a reporting method, we select currently

prevailing linear probing methodologies (i.e., SVM, SLP, LR, GDA, and k-NN)

and their application of PALP. In a few-shot setting, we take a closer look at

how the performance of each method changes when the training input is con-

verted into ICL style and compare them with ICL, which is known to yield

superior performance in the data-hungry setting. In the full-shot setting, we in-

vestigate the performance gap between our method and the white-box training

method (i.e., accessible to model parameters), such as Adapter (Houlsby et al.,

2019) or full fine-tuning, which can be considered upper bound.

Other details. We optimized the hyper-parameters of each classification method

on SST2 dataset with 4 Tesla V100 SXM2 32GB GPUs and universally utilized

them in different settings. Additionally, we found a manual template for each

task where ICL exhibited sound performance and utilized them universally in

our methods. (All templates for each task are stipulated in Table 6.2.) For sta-

ble evaluation, we report the average of 5 different seeds (13, 27, 250, 583, 915)

as a model performance.
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GPT-J 4-shot per class

Method AG SST2 Rotten Stance Emotion TREC CoLA Offensive MNLI RTE MRPC AVG

B

k-NN 54.66 51.33 58.67 54.73 33.92 48.84 42.36 49.37 35.09 48.74 64.66 49.31

LR 66.48 50.25 65.08 58.64 36.89 64.48 50.68 51.72 36.46 49.39 59.02 53.55

SVM 66.20 50.41 65.91 59.27 36.59 65.92 48.90 48.72 36.02 49.31 61.96 53.56

SLP 67.88 50.23 65.68 59.45 37.13 66.80 49.13 49.95 36.36 49.24 61.76 53.96

GDA 66.32 50.41 65.93 58.64 36.88 66.44 48.88 48.72 36.03 49.24 61.96 53.59

T

k-NN 61.88 58.30 65.10 35.27 45.18 51.04 53.02 59.98 36.40 53.14 61.47 52.80

LR 71.84 62.00 71.73 58.09 50.56 65.56 49.86 59.00 38.73 50.54 60.44 58.03

SVM 72.08 63.67 71.33 56.27 50.27 66.36 53.08 62.02 37.93 49.60 61.18 58.53

SLP 73.79 63.58 72.18 57.45 52.71 68.44 58.81 63.07 38.25 49.96 61.57 59.53

GDA 72.82 64.20 71.33 56.27 52.86 66.00 53.08 62.02 38.13 49.60 61.18 58.86

D

k-NN 75.99 70.16 71.01 49.45 56.95 46.80 55.67 54.56 38.85 51.09 63.86 57.67

LR 77.92 70.62 80.58 61.27 68.97 65.96 53.83 67.63 40.30 49.00 62.27 63.49

SVM 77.96 75.46 79.42 55.82 68.91 66.24 55.30 63.75 40.12 51.54 64.76 63.57

SLP 80.69 77.41 81.01 71.36 70.38 71.92 69.13 72.35 39.41 54.66 71.73 69.10

GDA 76.08 70.16 68.05 55.91 65.66 63.76 54.42 69.18 39.32 50.53 64.15 61.57

ICL 81.74 91.77 90.45 23.09 72.76 64.00 37.89 73.19 36.04 55.60 68.38 63.17

Table 6.3: Experimental results on GPT-J in 4-shot per class settings. B, T,

and D refers to a baseline, template, and demonstration individually. For each

dataset, the best method is in bold and the second best method and is un-

derlined.

6.4.2 Few-shot Results.

In the few-shot setting, we conducted an experiment based on the number of

accessible samples for each task class. For instance, a 4-shot setting in the Sen-

timent Analysis task with 2 classes (positive and negative) means that a total

of 8 samples are accessible, which is analogous to a balanced 8-shot setting in

ICL. Tab. 6.3, 6.4 summarizes the performance of ICL, baseline linear probing

methods, and their application of PALP (T and D) in the 4,8-shot setting. Base-

line refers to utilizing raw input without modification, which is a conventional

supervised learning paradigm. Template (PALP-T) and demonstration (PALP-

D) refer to template-based training samples and demonstration-based training

samples from our method individually. We now refer to a T for PALP-T and D
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GPT-J 8 shots per class

Method AG SST2 Rotten Stance Emotion TREC CoLA Offensive MNLI RTE MRPC AVG

B

k-NN 63.05 50.55 65.42 58.09 36.05 60.16 52.41 52.26 35.69 51.70 59.17 53.14

LR 74.56 57.50 74.15 65.73 41.90 79.08 52.79 58.47 37.43 51.34 58.97 59.27

SVM 73.26 57.16 75.87 64.27 42.66 80.12 53.98 57.79 37.43 52.06 59.56 59.47

SLP 74.72 57.91 75.25 63.82 42.87 80.92 54.34 55.93 37.37 51.05 59.46 59.42

GDA 74.12 57.16 75.78 63.00 44.31 81.84 53.98 57.79 37.60 52.06 59.56 59.75

T

k-NN 69.65 61.93 65.46 56.45 49.87 62.44 45.29 56.35 38.13 50.90 56.42 55.72

LR 78.52 69.33 77.04 66.00 59.93 79.04 51.51 59.30 41.24 52.56 63.48 63.45

SVM 78.39 75.44 77.97 63.36 60.53 81.12 51.98 65.07 40.45 53.07 61.13 64.41

SLP 79.61 72.80 78.03 66.09 62.36 80.12 52.10 64.37 40.87 52.49 61.67 64.59

GDA 79.03 75.37 77.90 62.55 62.15 81.68 51.98 65.05 40.90 53.07 61.18 64.62

D

k-NN 79.21 67.98 78.82 49.63 58.31 58.36 50.43 63.26 38.24 51.37 56.94 59.32

LR 84.12 73.78 85.33 66.55 66.66 69.04 57.20 69.21 42.25 53.43 64.30 66.53

SVM 83.96 77.10 85.27 64.36 68.32 71.20 55.55 71.65 43.00 53.60 60.82 66.80

SLP 85.27 78.37 86.75 69.27 69.97 75.76 69.63 71.23 42.30 53.26 71.94 70.34

GDA 83.05 72.55 83.83 61.18 64.32 68.08 55.02 71.05 42.10 51.42 61.92 64.96

ICL 83.26 91.72 89.72 27.27 73.12 71.60 34.28 73.02 36.62 54.08 68.38 63.92

Table 6.4: Experimental results on GPT-J in 8-shot per class settings.

for PALP-D for short.

While ICL displays sound performance in various tasks, the baseline linear

probing method exhibits poor performance compared to ICL. In sentiment anal-

ysis tasks (SST2, rotten tomatoes), the performance of ICL is above 90% only

with 4-shot samples per class, whereas the baseline linear probing methodol-

ogy almost makes arbitrary random decisions in the same environment (around

50% ∼ 60%). However, the performance of ICL quickly saturates and scales

poorly with the number of available training samples. And even in some cases,

ICL performs worse than arbitrary decisions without understanding the target

task at all (e.g., stance, CoLA). Furthermore, if the input length exceeds a cer-

tain level, it is infeasible to utilize ICL in the usual way. On the other hand,

linear probing methods are much more scalable with the number of available

samples, revealing stable performance regardless of the dataset. Moreover, their

application of PALP boosts performance by a substantial margin minimizing
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GPT-J Full dataset

Method AG SST2 Rotten Stance Emotion TREC CoLA Offensive MNLI RTE MRPC AVG

B

k-NN 88.87 76.15 84.99 68.64 56.72 91.80 66.73 74.42 43.63 51.26 67.89 70.10

LR 90.96 91.97 86.96 72.32 72.20 97.60 77.37 73.60 71.07 68.59 75.22 79.81

SVM 90.34 90.48 88.18 72.27 71.26 96.80 76.13 72.91 67.32 69.68 75.98 79.21

SLP 90.43 90.88 89.51 75.00 75.40 97.00 77.87 80.69 70.70 70.71 76.44 81.33

GDA 92.18 92.40 89.49 72.27 72.56 97.00 78.52 74.07 71.07 68.59 74.27 80.22

T

k-NN 89.87 87.61 85.83 66.82 72.55 91.60 66.16 73.84 51.70 57.40 73.04 74.22

LR 92.58 92.66 88.84 77.73 79.80 96.60 78.81 80.00 76.28 73.65 80.39 83.39

SVM 90.58 89.45 85.83 75.91 79.52 97.40 75.10 73.84 72.58 71.48 80.39 81.10

SLP 92.49 93.35 89.87 78.36 81.30 97.60 79.19 82.67 77.41 72.20 82.84 84.30

GDA 92.36 94.27 90.81 75.46 81.07 97.00 78.91 82.21 75.91 71.84 79.17 83.55

D

k-NN 90.69 91.17 89.96 75.00 73.89 89.40 69.70 77.09 51.54 54.51 72.55 75.95

LR 92.47 92.73 90.54 77.73 79.73 95.40 80.25 82.79 71.94 76.17 76.96 83.34

SVM 90.78 91.97 88.37 77.27 76.92 95.60 80.06 75.47 51.38 76.53 76.23 80.05

SLP 92.58 93.37 91.33 83.51 82.31 94.00 77.31 82.23 76.28 77.62 80.39 84.63

GDA 92.86 93.00 90.81 73.18 81.66 96.60 79.10 81.16 75.26 77.26 77.70 83.51

Adapter 95.50 95.53 90.26 81.53 83.54 97.41 84.48 84.67 88.84 82.80 88.48 88.46

Fine-tuning 94.80 94.15 91.79 81.25 84.41 97.22 82.34 84.02 87.47 83.33 86.51 87.94

Table 6.5: Experimental results of 11 different datasets on GPT-J in full

datases settings. B, T, and D refers to a baseline, PALP-Template, and PALP-

Demonstration respectively. For each dataset, the best method is in bold and

the second best method and is underlined.

the gap between ICL, especially in most single-sentence tasks. We can obtain

around 5% improvement in average from each ablation (appending template

and demonstrations) in the 4-shot setting, and some linear probing methods

outperform ICL. In general, the most high-performance results were obtained

from the SLP among the various linear probing methodologies.

6.4.3 Full-data Results.

Table 6.5, 6.6 display the performance of different methodologies when the

training data is fully available. Appending a simple template also displays a
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GPT-J Full train dataset

Method CLINC Banking CB BoolQ

B

k-NN 74.78 69.06 71.43 63.01

LR 92.91 89.44 80.36 62.70

SVM 91.20 89.55 80.36 63.77

SLP 91.52 89.43 80.35 62.70

GDA 93.78 89.54 80.36 63.00

T

k-NN 90.42 86.82 78.57 63.55

LR 95.76 91.17 83.93 63.39

SVM 96.49 92.52 83.93 64.50

SLP 95.16 91.58 83.93 66.30

GDA 96.16 92.79 82.14 64.50

Table 6.6: ICL cannot be applied to tasks with a large number of classes while

various linear probing methods are capable of these tasks. For each dataset, the

best method is in bold.

significant advantage even in a data-rich scenario, obtaining considerable im-

provements in accuracy regardless of the methods or the dataset. Notably, the

performance of k-NN increases dramatically with the application of the tem-

plate (PALP-T), which improved accuracy by 16% on the Emotion dataset.

However, the method of appending demonstration (PALP-D) has more cons

than pros in a data-abundant scenario. First, while PALP-D often performs

similarly to or better than PALP-T, they also sometimes yield worse scores

than PALP-T, leading to a similar performance on average. Speaking otherwise,

PALP-D only makes the input more lengthy and entails much higher inference

costs compared to PALP-T in a data-abundant scenario. Moreover, PALP-D

is infeasible to be applied to some tasks inheriting the limitations of ICL, as

can be seen in Table 6.6: tasks with a large number of classes (i.e., CLINC,

Banking), or tasks with long inputs (i.e., CB, BoolQ).
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Setting Method AUROC Accuracy

CLINC

SLP + Baseline 91.94 92.6

SLP + PALP-T 96.85 96.01

SLP + PALP-D 98.33 97.3

Fine-tuning 98.41 96.85

Banking77

SLP+Baseline 89.12 96.32

SLP + PALP-T 92.83 97.6

SLP + PALP-D 94.55 98.4

Fine-tuning 93.73 97.64

Table 6.7: OOD performance of PALP and other transfer learning methods.

Nevertheless, PALP greatly minimizes the performance gap between white-

box tuning methods, such as Adapter or full fine-tuning, and black-box tuning

methods, which is around 7% with baseline linear probing methods, while our

approach narrows this gap to nearly 4%. In particular, our method outperforms

or reaches statistically equivalent performance to white-box tuning methods in

some tasks, such as rotten tomatoes, TREC, and CLINC.

6.4.4 Out-of-Distribution Detection Results.

In this section, we measure the out-of-distribution detection performance of

PALP in two different scenarios. Following the experimental settings from pre-

vious works (Cho et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022a; Shu et al., 2017; Fei and Liu,

2016; Lin and Xu, 2019), we validate our models in two different scenarios: far-

OOD setting and close-OOD setting. For CLINC dataset, we train our model

with whole training dataset and test with independent OOD test split from

clinc dataset, which does not overlap with 150 classes in the training dataset.

Outliers in CLINC OOD split are distributionally far from the training distribu-

tion (Zhang et al., 2022a), so it is relatively easy to discern. For Banking77, we
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partition the dataset into 2 disjoint datasets (i.e., IND / OOD dataset) based

on the class label. Since the both IND and OOD datasets originated from the

equivalent dataset, they share similar distributions and properties, making the

task more demanding. Thus, we refer to a CLINC OOD setting as far-OOD

and split settings in Banking as close-OOD settings respectively.

Tab. 6.7. displays the OOD performance, where we trained SLP on top of

PALP extracted features from GPT-J. PALP not only improves task accuracy,

but it also exhibits significant performance gain in OOD detection performance.

Both template attachment and demonstration attachment enhances OOD ro-

bustness. It is noteworthy that PALP minimizes the gap between fine-tuning

and even outperforms fine-tuning in both IND metric and OOD metric. Consid-

ering the fact that PALP trains a single layer on top of extracted representation

without any adaptation of the model parameters while fine-tuning trains the

whole model parameters, the result is quite encouraging.

6.5 Analysis & Ablations

6.5.1 Application to Small PLM.

In this subsection, we examine our method for relatively small PLM to verify

whether our method is transferrable to small language models. Namely, we re-

port the performance of 3 different tasks (sentiment analysis, natural language

inference, and multiclass classification) on GPT-2 large (Radford et al., 2019)

in a 4-shot per class setting. Table 6.8 summarizes the performance. Similar to

previous experiments, our method mainly shows considerable performance gain

on single sentence tasks and relatively small improvement on challenging tasks

like sentence pair tasks. To summarize, PALP also benefits smaller language

models, unlike ICL, which is known to yield poor performance or be unable to
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GPT-2 (Large) 4 shots per class

Method SST2 AG-News MNLI

Baseline

k-NN 50.34 26.59 33.86

LR 51.81 46.06 33.22

SVM 50.99 36.18 34.24

SLP 49.77 43.56 35.05

GDA 50.23 28.23 33.87

PALP-T

k-NN 53.53 42.49 34.35

LR 53.23 52.36 32.8

SVM 51.77 44.10 34.04

SLP 52.27 43.23 34.97

GDA 54.91 35.51 33.26

PALP-D

k-NN 56.54 63.44 35.93

LR 58.11 69.87 37.44

SVM 57.86 70.88 37.84

SLP 55.02 70.58 37.09

GDA 58.56 61.78 36.54

Table 6.8: Results on GPT-2 (Large) in 4-shot per class setting. B, T, and D

refers to a baseline, template, and demonstration individually. Our method is

transferable to smaller model.

apply them to relatively small language models. However, the performance im-

provement is less significant with smaller PLMs since our methodology depends

solely on the capability of the language model.

6.5.2 Dataset Visualization.

In this experiment, we visualize the representation space when the differing in-

put pre-processing method is applied to the input. Figure 6.3 is the result of the

t-SNE visualized representation of the SST2 task on GPT-J. Demonstration-

best is the representation obtained by attaching the demonstration that showed
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the best performance, and Demonstration-worst is the opposite. Table 6.9 sum-

marizes the precise example of demonstrations and accuracy of the aforemen-

tioned best and worst cases.

Consistent with the experimental results, we confirmed that PLM could

extract more distinctive representations when appropriate templates or demon-

strations are concatenated to the input of interest. The fact that a more mean-

ingful representation can be drawn by applying a template is understandable

and quite intuitive, as research has already shown that applying a template

can benefit fine-tuning performance (Liu et al., 2021b; Schick and Schütze,

2021a,b). What is even more intriguing is that adding demonstrations to the

front can promote language models to derive a more task-specific and form a

more distinguishable representation cluster. While the degree of improvement

varies significantly, depending on the selected demonstrations, even concate-

nating the poorest performing demonstration yields a more clustered represen-

tation than the baseline result indicating the language model’s capability to

learn from the context of the input (Min et al., 2022b). Although we did not

specifically identify which demonstrations were more helpful and which were

not, we found that mislabeled demonstrations can hurt the overall quality of

the representations. As can be seen in Table 6.9, the second demonstration of

the worst demonstrations is wrongly labeled, where we conjecture is the cause

of the poor performance as advocated in a recent study Kim et al. (2022) that

the mapping of input sentence and ground-truth label space can be crucial.

6.6 Related Work

Large language models such as GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) and ERNIE 3.0 (Sun

et al., 2021) are often released as black-box APIs due to commercial consider-
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(a) Baseline (b) Template (c) Demon-best (d) Demon-worst

Figure 6.3: t-SNE visualization of SST2 representation from GPT-J. Adding

understandable prompts to the input can reshape the representation into a more

task-specialized form. Demon-best is obtained by attaching the demonstration

that showed the best performance, and Demon-worst is the opposite.

Acc Prefix (τ) Visualization

Max (84.86)
Sentence 1: awful movie. \\Sentiment: negative

Sentence 1: soulful , scathing and joyous. \\Sentiment: positive
Fig. 6.3c

Min (54.62)
Sentence 1: without any passion. \\Sentiment: negative

Sentence 1: , incoherence and sub-sophomoric. \\Sentiment: positive
Fig. 6.3d

Table 6.9: Best and worst performing example prefixes from SST2.

ations and the potential risk of misuse. Thus, users are unable to train those

pre-trained models with the traditional transferring paradigm (i.e., fine-tuning).

Even in some cases where the weights of the pre-trained model are accessible

(Zhang et al., 2022b; Scao et al., 2022), it may not be possible for many re-

searchers to fine-tune those models due to the enormous resource they require.

Several studies were proposed to circumvent the aforementioned problems:

6.6.1 Black-box Tuning.

Black-box tuning is a methodology that makes use of the target model without

internal model access (e.g., gradient, middle layer representations, or weights).
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As such, black-box tuning methods usually train a lightweight discriminator on

top of pre-trained models or optimize input prompt in a derivative-free fashion

since the gradient of the pre-trained language models is unavailable. Specifically,

Diao et al. (2022) utilizes the natural evolution strategy (NES) to find better

prompts for black-box models instead of using natural NES to fool the model as

in black-box adversarial attacks. Sun et al. (2022) adopted a covariance matrix

adaptation evolution strategy to perform optimization in a randomly generated

small subspace, which is effective due to the low intrinsic dimensionality of large

language models (Aghajanyan et al., 2021; Qin et al., 2021).

6.6.2 In-Context Learning.

ICL (Brown et al., 2020) is an alternative to the gradient-based tuning method.

It is a novel transferring method that derives answers via conditioning appropri-

ate prompts or often concatenating the training data. ICL is drawing explosive

interest in the field of NLP due to their strong generalizability among many

different tasks, from traditional natural language understanding tasks, includ-

ing sentiment analysis and natural language inference (Wang et al., 2019b), to

extreme ones, such as code generations (Poesia et al., 2022) or mathematical

problems (Henighan et al., 2020).

As the underlying mechanism of ICL astonished the NLP field and has

reminisced the capability of PLMs, a plethora of works has been proposed

to utilize and understand ICL better. Studies include advanced ICL methods

maximizing the downstream performance (Zhao et al., 2021; Min et al., 2022a;

Holtzman et al., 2021), advanced methods of choosing example data (Liu et al.,

2022a; Lu et al., 2022; Rubin et al., 2022), understanding the limitation of

ICL (Liu et al., 2022a; Lu et al., 2022), and understanding the underlying

mechanism of ICL (Xie et al., 2022; Reynolds and McDonell, 2021; Min et al.,
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2022b; Razeghi et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2022).

Summary of PART II

In this study, we showed that the scale of the language model is an important

factor in OOD robustness. Moreover, we also showed that various methodologies

outperform fine-tuning when applied to sufficiently large PLM. Our follow-up

work seeks to create a methodology that allows large PLMs to be more robust

to OOD input. The performance improvement that can be achieved by the size

of PLM and OOD technique is orthogonal. In line with the growing size of PLM,

the OOD technique needs to be developed in a more parameter-efficient way. As

such, developing a proper representation extraction technique or a novel scoring

function compatible with the parameter-efficient transfer methods is our goal.

In this paper, we showed that providing task descriptions or demonstra-

tions can enforce PLM to yield more robust representations without additional

adaptation of the model weights, allowing them to be used for lightweight lin-

ear probing as an alternative to in-context learning. In light of this finding, we

proposed prompt-augmented linear probing, where we augmented data repre-

sentations with ICL-style crafted inputs. Our integrated approach is scalable

with the available training data and the size of the language model. PALP ob-

tains comparable results to ICL in the data-hungry scenario and comparable

results to fine-tuning in the data-abundant scenario with little training over-

head, potentially making PALP a strong alternative in various situations.

In our follow-up study, we will analyze how the additional prompt tokens

(e.g., demonstrations or templates) affect the representation quality of the en-

capsulating input text. We are also interested in the effect of adopting self-

supervised learning objectives, such as contrastive learning (Gao et al., 2021b),
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to the shallow layers on top of the language model backbone, which might

improve our method further.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Anomaly detection is a long-standing problem that aims to discern outliers to

secure strong reliability and maintain a high user experience of the software sys-

tems. This dissertation explored methods for enhancing robustness to outliers

on deep neural network architectures in an unsupervised manner. Precisely, we

have sought room for improvement in two orthogonal branches.

Part I (Chapter 3 & 4) of this dissertation attempts to enhance OOD de-

tection capability via self-supervised learning which helps DNNs to learn more

precise and distinctive representations by restraining them from learning unin-

tended decision rules dubbed shortcuts. Accordingly, we propose self-supervised

anomaly detection frameworks for images and sentences, representing sequential

and non-sequential data types and the most frequently used inputs in human

interaction.

In Chapter 3, we present Masked Contrastive Learning (MCL) for im-

age input, a task-specific variant of recent contrastive learning (Chen et al.,

2020a). Among self-supervised learning tactics, contrastive learning is one spe-
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cific framework validating their superiority in learning task-agnostic features

without labels. MCL learns a more distinctive representation suited for anomaly

detection by exploiting the label information in the training batch in addition

to various image data augmentations.

In Chapter 4, we propose a novel framework dubbed Layer-agnostic Contrastive

Learning (LaCL) for natural language, which encourages intermediate features

of the language model to learn layer-specialized representations via a layer-

agnostic training scheme and novel regularization loss. Then, LaCL implicitly

assembles rich and diverse information in each layer into a single representation.

Part II (Chapter 5 & 6) of this dissertation primarily focuses on exploit-

ing the large-scale pre-trained models as anomaly detectors. While large-scale

pre-trained language models (PLMs) have achieved astonishing breakthroughs

across a wide array of tasks, recent anomaly detection studies are still limited

to relatively small bi-directional PLMs, which naturally begs the question: How

do large language models cope with outliers?

In Chapter 5, to shed some light on the aforementioned unexplored research

question, we first analyze the anomaly detection capability of the large PLMs

from various perspectives and their combination with recent parameter-efficient

transfer learning methods. From extensive experiments, we share some intrigu-

ing findings and limitations of large PLMs.

On top of the previous insights and limitations, Chapter 6 proposes a trans-

ferring method for large pre-trained models termed prompt-augmented linear

probing (PALP) when the parameters of pre-trained language models (PLMs)

are inaccessible. PALP exhibits robustness to anomalies as they can extract

more distinctive representations from large PLMs by prepending extra prefix

inputs inspired by the recent success of prompting methods.

The approaches proposed in this thesis improve the anomaly detection abil-
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ity in diverse situations; nevertheless, several limitations remain. Firstly, al-

though we confirmed the superiority of our frameworks among other competing

methods in respective experimental settings, such setting covers limited sce-

narios. For instance, we need to investigate the compatibility of our method

in various datasets, such as medical or autonomous-driving data, to verify the

effectiveness of our methods in more practical applications. Moreover, despite

the proposed methodology can be used in various situations (e.g., various data

types or tasks), it has yet to be precisely analyzed whether it is a universal

method that works well in universal scenarios or not. If not, we need to elu-

cidate under what circumstances or differences are disrupting the framework’s

underlying mechanism and degrading the model’s performance via in-depth

analysis. In light of this limitation, our future work aims to expand the utility

of the proposed methods to more general situations and adapt them into more

appropriate forms considering the applying domain.

To conclude, we anticipate that the improvements proposed in this disser-

tation would compensate for the DNNs’ poor reliability in numerous real-world

applications, as there is a growing concern for the lack of transparency and

vulnerability of DNN-based applications in the wild.
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초록

이상탐지는일반적으로이상(異常)이라불리는일반적인관찰을벗어나는데이터

입력을 식별하는 문제이다. 실제 상용되는 소프트웨어 시스템은 끊임없이 이상 입

력을마주하며,이러한이상입력은의료진단이나자율주행자동차와같은안전이

중요한 애플리케이션에서 치명적인 오류로 이어질 수 있다. 따라서 이상 징후를

식별하는 능력은 소프트웨어의 신뢰성을 확보하고 높은 사용자 경험을 유지하기

위한 초석이 되는 연구분야이다.

본 논문은 이상값에 대한 견고성을 강화하기 위해 심층 신경 모델에서 보다

분별력있는 표현을 추출하는 데 집중하여 다양한 비지도 학습 상황에서 이상 징후

를 감지하기 위한 포괄적인 분석 및 새로운 방법을 제시한다. 이 논문의 첫 번째

파트는 인간 상호 작용에서 가장 많이 활용되는 입력의 형태인 이미지 및 문장에

서 각각 두각을 드러내는 두 가지 자기 지도 학습 기반 프레임워크인 마스킹 대조

학습(Masked Contrastive Learning) 그리고 계층에 구애받지 않는 대조 학습론

(Layer-agnostic Contrastive Learning)을제안한다.마스킹대조학습은기존대조

학습에 입력에서 레이블 정보를 활용해 반발 비율을 조정하는 마스크를 활용하는

방법론으로 클래스 별로 조금 더 밀집된 표현을 형성하도록 돕는다. 이와 동시에,

4방향으로 회전된 이미지를 따로 추론하여 얻은 결과를 취합하여 모델의 예측 결

과를 더욱 증진시키는 방법을 활용하여 이상 탐지 능력을 높인다. 둘째로, 계층에

구애받지 않는 대조 학습론은 사전학습 언어 모델이 가진 풍부한 정보를 활용하기

위해 모든 층이 가진 정보가 서로 다르면서 유의미하도록 학습한 후, 이를 단일

표현으로 취합하는 네트워크를 제안한다.

본 논문의 두 번째 파트는 최근 기하급수적으로 커져가고 있는 사전 학습 언

어 모델의 고유한 능력을 활용하여 이상탐지 능력을 극대화 하는 방법론을 찾는

것을 목표로 한다. 5장에서 우리는 먼저 다양한 관점에서 대규모 사전 훈련된 언
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어 모델이 이상 검출기로서의 기능을 얼마나 갖추고 있는지를 확인하고, 이러한

큰 언어 모델이 최근에 제안된 매개변수 효율적인 전이 학습 방법과는 어떠한

연관성을 띄고 있는지를 분석하고 이로부터 얻은 몇 가지 흥미로운 발견과 한계

를 공유한다. 6장에서는 5장에서 얻은 연구 결과를 바탕으로 프롬프트 증강 선형

프로빙(Prompt-Augmented Linear Probing)이라 불리는 대규모 사전학습 언어

모델로부터 더 의미있는 표현을 추출하는 방법론을 제안한다. 프롬프트 증강 선형

프로빙의 기본 메커니즘은 추가 접두사 입력을 앞에 추가하여 대형 PLM을 조작

하는프롬프트방법의최근성공에서영감을받은모델로,모델의매개변수에대한

접근이나 업데이트 없이 대형 언어 모델으로부터 보다 분별력있는 정확한 표현을

추출할 수 있다.

본 학위 논문에서 제안된 개선 사항이 실제 상용되고 있는 다양한 심층 신경

모델 기반 응용 프로그램의 견고성을 향상시킬 것이라고 기대한다.

주요어: 자연어처리, 기계 및 심층 학습, 신경망, 문장 표현

학번: 2019-37513
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